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U N IV ER S ITY  O F  M O N TAN A
SPRING COM M EN CEM EN T






D ear UM G raduates,
Congratu lations! Reaching today required an im m ense am ount o f work and 
ded ication , and I am proud o f each o f you. Th is is a day full o f em otion and 
accom plishm ent. O pportunity aw aits you, w hether that be the next step  in your 
academ ic career, a new jo b , travel or another adventure. No m atter w here you 
go , you w ill take a part o f UM w ith you.
Thank you fo r all you have contributed to  our vibrant cam pus com m unity during 
your tim e here. Each o f you m ade a unique im pact on UM and now exists as an 
im portant part o f our institution 's history.
Your tenure at UM does not need to com e to an end today, however. You leave 
cam pus as not only g raduates o f the University o f M ontana, but also  alum ni o f 
th is great institution . W herever the road ahead may take you, know that your UM 
Fam ily is cheering fo r you.
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ACADEMIC REGALIA
T h e  a c a d e m ic  re g a lia  -  c o n s is tin g  o f c a p , g o w n  an d  h o o d  -  o rig in a te d  
in a b o u t th e  12th  ce n tu ry . It w a s p rim a rily  w o rn  fo r w a rm th .
A g r ic u ltu re ..........................................................................................................................................................M aize
A rts, Le tte rs, H u m an itie s........................................................................................................................... W hite
C o m m erce , A ccountancy, B u s in e ss ....................................................................................................D rab
D en tistry ...................................................................................................................................................................... L ilac
Eco n o m ics..........................................................................................................................................................C o p p er
E d u c a tio n ................................................................................................................................................................ Ligh t B lue
E n g in e e rin g ..................................................................................................................................................... O range
Fine  A rts, includ ing  A rc h ite c tu re .....................................................................................................Brown
Forestry, Environm ental S tu d ies, S u s ta in a b ility ..................................................................Russet
Jo u rn a lism ........................................................................................................................................................C rim son
Law .............................................................................................................................................................................. Purple
Lib rary Sc ien ce , Inform ation M anagem ent.............................................................................. Lem on
M e d ic in e ............................................................................................................................................................. G reen
M u s ic ........................................................................................................................................................................... Pink
N u rs in g .............................................................................................................................................................. A p rico t
O ratory, Com m unications S tu d ies, B ro a d c a s tin g ................................................................ S ilve r G ray
P h a rm a c y ....................................................................................................................................... O live  G reen
Ph ilosophy.................................................................................................................................................................D ark B lue
Physical Ed ucatio n , M anual Therapy, Physical T h e ra p y .............................. Sage G reen
Pub lic A dm in istratio n , Pub lic Policy, Fo reign S e rv ic e .................................................. Peacock B lue
Pub lic H e a lth ..................................................................................................................................................Salm on Pink
Science  (both Social and Natural)..............................................................................G o ld en  Yellow
Social W o rk .........................................................................................................................................................C itron
T h e o lo g y ............................................................................................................................................................Scarle t
V eterinary S c ie n c e ...........................................................................................................................................G ray
CLASS BANNERS
The class banners that are displayed are part of the University's history. From 1898 until 1970 a 
class banner or flag was designed and constructed every year by members of the graduating 
class. After 1970 the tradition was discontinued. A group of seniors restored that tradition in 
1993. The class of 2019 banner is displayed along with the banners from 1949,1959 and 1969. 
This year's class banner was designed by Jennifer Jones, a graduate student in the Costume 
Design and Technology program in the School of Theatre and Dance.
DAVIDSON HONORS CO LLEGE
Students who have successfully completed all of the requirements of the Davidson Honors 
College graduate with the distinction of University Scholar and are wearing maroon cords.
FRANKE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE
Students who have successfully completed the four-year Franke Global Leadership Initiative, 
gaining an interdisciplinary look at some of society's more pressing issues, are wearing copper, 
silver and gold cords.
VETERANS CORDS
Veterans who have served our country in the various branches of our military and returned to 
school to further their education are wearing red, white and blue cords.
FIRST GENERATION STOLE
About 40% of UM students are the first in their family to attend college. Those graduating 
today are wearing a white stole to celebrate their achievements.
RAINBOW STOLE AND CORDS
Students wearing rainbow stoles and/or cords are members of our campus LGBTQ+ 
community. The stoles and cords acknowledge their achievements and contributions to the 
University.
STOLE OF GRATITUDE
Many of our graduates are wearing the maroon Stole of Gratitude. After the ceremony, the 
sto e is given as a symbol of appreciation from a graduate to a special person who provided 
support during their college career.
HONOR CORDS
c.. ...................................................................................... Summa Cum Laude/Hiahest Honors
bilvsrgronz........................................................................................... Magna Cum Laude/High Honors
.................................................................................................................Cum Laude/Honors
Black & Gold........................Mortar Board Executive Team, A National Senior Honors Society
Gold & Blue ..................................Mortar Board Members, A National Senior Honors Society
pu le .................................................................... Golden Key, A National Honors Society
Blue, Gold, & Brown.............................r ...................... Rho Chi- The pharmacy Honors Society
Violet Gold &L H......................... Gamma Theta Upsilon, The Geography Honor Society
Teal & Maroon n ^ .................. ................Pi Mu Epsilon, The Mathematics Honor Society
<3reen ..................................National Student Speech Language Hearing Association
.....................................................Order of Omega, A  Leadership Honors Society






Congratulations, Class of 2019! I am honored 
to return to my alma mater to celebrate your 
graduation. Take time to reflect upon and 
embrace this momentous occasion! Earning a 
degree requires hard work, focus and sacrifice, 
as well as encouragement and support from 
friends and family. Today we come together to 
rejoice in your achievements -  to think about 
where you have come from and where you are going. W hether you decide to stay in 
Montana or move elsewhere, you will likely be drawn back to this special place. UM 
is your home -  you have benefited from its resources, gained crucial knowledge and 
skills, established essential friendships, and bonded with the beauty of Big Sky Country. 
Your UM experiences will serve as a foundation as you move forward into the world 
and make vital contributions to our society, economy and culture. Montana has an 
undeniable magnetism that grounds us in the grandeur of nature, honors indigenous 
peoples and lands, inspires writers and artists and catalyzes businesses that support 
local communities. Be proud of your UM degree and be future ambassadors of this rare 








D en ise 's sto ry takes her from  H ead Start to  H arvard . 
A fte r g raduating  from  Brow ning H igh Scho o l, 
D en ise  rece ived  her b ach e lo r's d eg ree  in Eng lish  
from  M ontana State  U niversity. She continued  her 
education  and earned  a m aster's in education  from  
th e  H arvard G rad u ate  School o f Ed ucatio n . A fte r 
teach ing  in N orth Dakota and M ontana and w orking  at the  state  educatio n  agency, 
D enise se t her sights on the legal p ro fession and p roud ly received  her ju ris do ctorate  
from  the U niversity o f M ontana School o f Law.
D enise is an enro lled  m em ber o f the M andan H idatsa T rib es, a d escend an t o f the 
B lackfeet Tribe , and the  T lin g it and H aida T rib es. In 2008, she b ecam e the  first A m erican  
Indian wom an in the  country ever e lected  to  an execu tive  statew id e  o ffice . In 2012, she 
was re-elected to  a second term  as M ontana's sup erin tend en t o f p u b lic  instruction . She 
now leads W ashington state 's largest K-12 schoo l d istrict, Seattle  Pub lic Scho o ls, a vib ran t 
and d iverse com m unity o f over 53,000 scho lars.
"Congratu lations to  all o f th is year's g raduates on your extrao rd inary ach ievem ents. I am 
truly gratefu l to  share th is day w ith you a ll. Th an k you to  the  U niversity o f M ontana fo r th is 
great honor. G o  G riz !"
-D e n ise  Juneau
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DR. WILLIAM A. REYNOLDS 
Honorary Doctorate 
of Humane Letters
I grew up just a block from UM campus where in 1935 I 
enrolled in my first class which was nursery school. Soon after,
I attended my first Griz game with my father. It took me until 
1948 to graduate from UM, cum laude, in biology and pre- 
med. During my college years, I joined Sigma Chi Fraternity, 
lettered in track in 1951, was student body president my 
senior year and got an RO TC commission in the A ir Force.
I entered Washington University in St. Louis School of 
Medicine with fear that I was not as prepared as many of the 
other 90 freshmen, many from large schools and the Ivy League. The opposite was the case and I 
graduated in the top 10%. One and a half years into my training as a Fellow at the Mayo Clinic, I was 
called up for two and a half years of service as a captain in the A ir Force in Morocco. After returning 
to compete my medical training I was offered a staff position at Mayo but chose to return to the best 
place on earth, Missoula and the University of Montana.
My wife, Jo  and I arrived in Missoula with our 3 young children in 1963.1 practiced internal medicine 
and endocrinology at the Western Montana Clinic until 2001. Throughout my career I was involved 
with the American College of Physicians (ACP) which is the national professional organization of 
140,000 internal medicine physicians. I was elected to the governing board of ACP in 1991 and was 
elected President of the national organization in 1997.1 was also a Professor of Medicine serving in 
the University of Washington School of M edicine's Missoula unit of the WWAMI program teaching 
medical students and residents from 1974 to 1994.
After retiring I have spent more time with friends and family and summers at our cabin on Lindbergh 
Lake and have enjoyed playing racquet ball, hunting and fishing. I was a board member of the 
Intermountain Home for Children in Helena for 12 years. I got involved with numerous UM programs 
including four advisory boards and was given the Distinguished Alumnus Award in 1997.1 have always 
been an avid Grizzly sports fan. In 1986, Jo  and I established the first of several scholarships, a new 
type named the Degree Completion Scholarship. They helped athletes whose sports eligibility and 
scholarship terminated after four years of playing stay on in school if necessary to graduate.
Most important in my life has been my family. My fabulous wife, Jo  and I had 60 years of an ideal life 
together. Jo  was a wonderful mother to our three children and we have shared the joy of having five 
grandchildren. Most of the family are here today but we are missing Jo  whom we lost two years ago. 
W ithout her I would not be on this stage today.
I dearly love this university and am very grateful for this honorary doctorate award. I thank all those 
who made it happen. I can now be addressed as Dr. Dr. Reynolds.
My advice to you graduates is to find a career doing the work that you love. Work hard and you will 
rise and achieve success and a satisfying life. Remember, "Happiness is a reward that comes to those 
who have not looked for it." -  Emile Chartier
-  Dr. W illiam  A . Reynolds
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SATURDAY MORNING 
MAY 4, 2019- 9  A.M.
Graduate School, College of Humanities and Sciences,
College of Visual and Performing Arts, School of Journalism, Missoula College
BACCALAUREATE & ADVANCED DEGREE CEREMONY
The audience is asked to remain standing while the procession passes and to hold all 
applause until all degrees are conferred.
PROCESSIONAL
Drum Corps, the Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees,
Platform Party Members, the President
HEAD MARSHAL
Matthew Semanoff, Associate Professor of Classics; Chair of Faculty Senate
MARSHALS
David Cody, Professor, School of Music
John Eglin, Professor, Department of History
Meradeth Snow, Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology
Wally Higgins, Lecturer, Department of Applied Computing and Engineering Technology
COLOR GUARD
Cadet Patton Weak • Cadet Hunter Paulson • Cadet Caleb Forsberg • Cadet Tim Danner
PRESENTATION OF COLORS......................................
HONOR SON G ................ Led by Chief Earl Old Person,
WELCOME......................................................................
ASUM REMARKS...........................................................
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DOCTORATES.....
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS....................................
CONFERRING OF DEGREES.......................
.. National Anthem sung by Marin Sewell 
Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
......................................Seth Bodnar, President




The list of degree candidates begins on page 13.
The degree candidates' names will be read by Denny Bedard and Peter Christian
Sign Language Interpretation by Ami Davis and Bonnie Kurien 
Assisted Listening Device (ALD), Frequency 72.1 mhz 
(Please talk to an usher to request a device)
The carillon concert has been made possible by the generous contributions from the 
Coffee Memorial Fund, Mrs. Hugh Galusha Jr., William Gallagher, the First Bank Western 
Montana-Missoula, and other donations through the UM Foundation to restore the carillon.




Graduate School, College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences, Phyllis J. 
Washington College of Education and Human Sciences, W.A. Franke College of Forestry 
and Conservation, College of Business, Master of Public Administration Program
BACCALAUREATE & ADVANCED DEGREE CEREMONY
The audience is asked to remain standing while the procession passes and to hold all applause until 
all degrees are conferred.
PROCESSIONAL
Drum Corps, the Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees,
Platform Party Members, the President
HEAD MARSHAL
Matthew Semanoff, Associate Professor of Classics; Chair of Faculty Senate
MARSHALS
Amy Glaspey, Professor, Department of Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences 
Mark Hebblewhite, Professor, W ildlife Biology Program 
Nader Shooshtari, Professor, Department of Management and Marketing 
Tony Ward, Professor and Chair, School of Public and Community Health Sciences
COLOR GUARD
Cadet Justin Seals • Cadet Patton Weak • Cadet Julia Troisi • Cadet David Graham
PRESENTATION OF COLORS.................................................... National Anthem sung by Marin Sewell
HONOR SON G ................Led by Chief Earl Old Person, Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
WELCOME..................................................................................................................................Seth Bodnar, President
ASUM REMARKS...................................................................................... Mariah Welch, ASUM Vice President
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DOCTORATES.............................................Seth Bodnar, President
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS..................................................................................................................Lisa Parks
CONFERRING OF DEGREES.........................................................................................Seth Bodnar, President
The list of degree candidates begins on page 42.
The degree candidates' names will be read by Denny Bedard and Peter Christian
Sign Language Interpretation by Denise May and Brandy Reinhardt 
Assisted Listening Device (ALD), Frequency 72.1 mhz 




























PLATFORM PARTY -  M ORNING C ER EM O N Y
Seth Bodnar, President
Luke Alford, President of Staff Senate
Barry Brown, Interim Dean of the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library 
Alex Butler, President of the Associated Students of the University of Montana 
David Cody, Faculty Marshal
Cathy Cole, Vice President for Enrollment and Strategic Communication
Kaetiyn Cordingley, Interim Director of the Davidson Honors College
John DeBoer, Interim Dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts
Denise Dowling, Interim Dean of the School of Journalism
John Eglin, Faculty Marshal
Lucy France, Legal Counsel
Tom Gallagher, Associate Dean of Missoula College
Paul Haber, President of the University Faculty Association
Jon Harbor, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Cassandra Hemphill, President, Missoula College Faculty Association
Joseph Hickman, Registrar
Wally Higgins, Faculty Marshal
Denise Juneau, Honorary Doctorate Recipient
Ashby Kinch, Associate Dean of the Graduate School
Paul Kirgis, Dean, Alexander Blewett III School of Law
Jenny McNulty, Interim Dean of the College of Humanities and Sciences
Robert Nystuen, Vice Chair of the Montana Board of Regents
Earl Old Person, Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
Lisa Parks, Commencement Speaker
William Reynolds, Honorary Doctorate Recipient
Renae Scott, Interim Chief Information Officer
Matthew Semanoff, Associate Professor of Classics; Chair of Faculty Senate
Meradeth Snow, Faculty Marshal
Sarah Swager, Vice Provost for Student Success
Kelly Webster, Chief of Staff
PLATFORM PARTY -  AFTER N O O N  CER EM O N Y
Seth Bodnar, President
Luke Alford, President of Staff Senate
Barry Brown, Interim Dean of the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library 
Cathy Cole, Vice President for Enrollment and Strategic Communication 
Kaetiyn Cordingley, Interim Director of the Davidson Honors College 
Tom DeLuca, Dean of the W.A. Franke College of Forestry and Conservation 
Lucy France, Legal Counsel 
Amy Glaspey, Faculty Marshal
Paul Haber, President of the University Faculty Association 
Jon Harbor, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Mark Hebblewhite, Faculty Marshal 
Joseph Hickman, Registrar
Reed Humphrey, Dean of the College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
Denise Juneau, Honorary Doctorate Recipient
Paul Kirgis, Dean, Alexander Blewett III School of Law
Adrea Lawrence, Interim Dean of the Phyllis J . Washington College of Education and Human Sciences
Robert Nystuen, Vice Chair of the Montana Board of Regents
Earl Old Person, Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
Lisa Parks, Commencement Speaker
William Reynolds, Honorary Doctorate Recipient
Renae Scott, Interim Chief Information Officer
Matthew Semanoff, Head Marshal and Chair of Faculty Senate
Nader Shooshtari, Faculty Marshal
Sarah Swager, Vice Provost for Student Success
Suzanne Tilleman, Interim Dean of the College of Business
Tony Ward, Faculty Marshal
Kelly Webster, Chief of Staff
!? al a^ elc\ Vice r^es'^ ent Associated Students of the University of Montana 
Scott Whittenburg, Vice President for Research and Creative Scholarship and 





• COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
• COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS




The candidates will be presented by
Ashby Kinch, Associate Dean of the Graduate School
D O C TO R  O F  P H ILO SO PH Y  
Individual Interdisciplinary 
Meredith K ay Berthelson 1 
Dissertation: Using A strobiology to Serve as a  Platform  to Improve 
M athematical Content Knowledge and Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge o f E lementary Education M ajors 
Patrick David M cKay3
Dissertation: D ecisions Leading to Inequalities in the Juvenile Justice 
System: using data to pred ict delinquent outcomes; inform  decisions, 
and reduce disparitiesfor you th  in Montana 
Ranalda Lynette Tsosie4
D issertation: A ddressing Long-standing Water Contamination 
Issues in  D ine Communities using Indigenous and Western 
Scientific Approaches.
Interdisciplinary Studies 




D issertation: Exploring The Ligand-Dependent Conformational 
Ensemble O f Ppary: M ore Than A M ousetrap 
Margaret Marie Elmer-Dixon 1 
Moses Joseph Leavens3 
D issertation: Probing denatured state conformational bias in 
three-helix bundles with foldable o r intrinsically disordered domains.
Haotdan L ei4
Dissertation: A lternative conformations o f cytochrome c: bridging 
protan dynamics and functions 
Harmen Bentley Steele2
D issertation: Cytochrome c's Domain-Swapped D imer: Fact, Fiction 
or the Evolutionary G overnor o f  A poptosis?
Baisen Zeng2
D issertation: A  Structural and biochem ical Study on Ric-SA, an 
Intracellular Guanine N ucleotide Exchange Factor and Folding 
Chaperone fo r  the Inhibitory G -Protan A lpha Subunit-1
Chemistry 
Sanaa Saad A1 Abbad 1 
Brittany Danielle Busby1 
Casey John Massena 2
Dissertation: Triple-H elicate Self-Assembly, Dynamics, and A nion 
Binding o f Halogen-Bonding M-Arylene-Etlryriylenc Oligomers
D O C TO R  O F  P H ILO SO PH Y  
Anthropology 
Kelli Michele Casias5 
Eileen L. Flannigan-Lewis3 
Nikki Marie Manning3
Dissertation: Beyond Preservation: A daptive Reuse, Deconstruction, 
and the A rchaeology o f  Buildings 
William Dale Schroeder 2 
D issertation: o f Ruptures and Raptures:
Locating Ideology with L idar Imagery
Evan William Stewart3
Dissertation: Responses Toward Latrine Usage and Upkeep in 
Hum/a, N epal
Marta Amelia Timmons3 
Samuel Stockton White V 3 
Dissertation: The A ngick A rtifacts: A High-Technology ForagerTool 
Assemblage
Teresa Ann W hite3
Dissertation: M anaging Distance, Responsibility, and M emories: A  
Grounded Theory Study o f Death N otification Interactions
William Michael Penny1 
Asia Marie Stephanie Riel3 
Dissertation: Exploring the Haltjgen Bond through Anion R ecogition, 
the Hydrogen Bond Enhanced Halogpi Bond and Organocatafysis 
Nicholas Blouin Wageling1 
Cell, Molecular, Microbial Biology 
Steven James Reed3
D issertation: The Impacts o f Tmgpcytosis-M cdiated Intracellular 
Signa/ingon CD4+ T  cell E ffector Cytokine Production and D iffer­
entiation
Geosciences 
Caitlyn Elizabeth Florentine 1 
Ellen Anne Knappe3 
History
Timothy Paul Ballard3
Dissertation: The M issionary Enterprise, Racial Conflict, and the 
Transformation o f A merican Evangelicalism, 194’-1980
'Sum m er 2018 2Autumn 2018 3Spring2019 
‘ Summer 2019 sAutum n2019
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Integrative Microbiology & Biochemistry 
Katherine Elizabeth H ornak3 
D issertation: A nalysis o f  R ift Valley fe v e r  virus host-pathogen 
dynamics
Joanna Michelle Kreitinger2 
D issertation: Consequences O f A ryl H ydrocarbon R eceptor A ctiva­
tion: Thymic A trophy A nd Therapeutic L iposomal N anoparticles
Mathematics
Elham Bayat Mokhtari 2
D issertation: E _ect o f  N euromodulation o f  Short-Term P lasticity 
on Information Processing in  H ippocampal Intem euron Synapses 
Ricela Feliciano-Semidei3
D issertation: Use o f  Computer Software to Do M athematics and the 
M athematics A chievement o f  Students in  Puerto P ico Using 201s 
NAEP R estricted Data 
Omid K horm ali3
Dissertation: E xtremal problem sforforests in graphs and hypergruphs 
Nhan Trong Nguyen 1 
Theodore Edward O w en 3 
Esmaeil Parsa3
Denis Mikhailovich Shchepakin3 
Organismai Biology & Ecology 
Brett Rebekah A d d is3
D issertation: Causes o f  variation in  dispersal distance in  the stream  
salamander Gyrinophilus porphyriticus 
Sara Abigail B erk3 
Matthew Allen Cam pbell2 
Matthew Richard Jo n e s3
D issertation: The gen etic basis i f  loca l adaptation and the evolution­
ary consequences o f  hybridisation in  snowshoe hares 
Robert Lawrence N iese3
D issertation: Why the W eird W ingsllnvestigqting the m orphology \ 
Junction, and evolution o f  unusual feathers in  p igeons and doves 
Ze R en 3
D issertation: E cological Stoichiom etry in W atersheds: From L and to 
W ater in The Q inghai Lake Basin 
Gerard Sapes 2
D issertation: Why D oes D rought K ill T rees? Interactions Between 
Water, Carbon, and Fungal Symbionts 
Nicholas David S ly3 
Psychology 
Kaitlyn Page Ahlers 3
D issertation: Considering Trauma in  A utism  Spectrum D isorder 
D iagnostic Evaluations in Children A  Q ualitative Inquiry 
Marina Leigh Costanzo1 
Ann Marie Douglas 1 
Heather Marie H alko4
D issertation: Treating Trauma within R ural Schools A n Implemen- 
tation Science Perspective
Ciara Dawn Hansen 1 
Priyadarshani Florence Loess 4 
D issertation: S efcom passion and Fear o f  Compassion as M ediators 
in the R elationships o f  Childhood Invalidation with Emotion 
Dysregnlation and w ith Borderline Personality 
Patricia Anne O ’B rien4
D issertation: A n examination o f  Type D "distressed"personality, 
depression, and cardiovascular health risk behaviors among w ildland 
firefighters
Kathryn Marie O o s t1
Meredith Kathleen Reynolds3 
Dissertation: The Alphaback: A  Novel Processing Speed Test 
Miriam Ellen Rose B aker4 
Dissertation: The Impact o f Bullying Participant Role on the 
Relationship Between School CIbnate and Attitudes Towards Inter­
personal Peer Violence 
Zachary R, S h in d o rf4
Dissertation: Investigating the Effectiveness o f Parent-Implemented 
Interventions in Improving the Social Sk ills o f Children with 
Autism  Spectrum Disorder 




The candidates will be presented by 
Jenny McNulty, Interim Dean of the 
College of Humanities and Sciences
MASTER OF ARTS 
Anthropology 
Myriah Adonia Jo  A llen 3 
Aaron R. A tend o  3 
K d th  B iddle3 
Erin Chiniewicz 2 
Sean Kelly Flynn 2 
Kara Berlynn Johannesen 2 
Kayla Ciara Jo h n so n 3 
Haley Nicole O ’B rien 3 
Kaitlin E. Pipitone 3 
Collin R. Price2 
Britney Jean R adford3 
Samantha R am ey3 
Brent Stephen Rowley3 
Secondary Certification 
Blake M. Sherman 2 
Communication Studies 
Mira lone Cleveland3 
Hunter Andrew  D ietrich3 
Adriana Nicole Fehrs 2 
Olivia Anne H ockenbroch3 
Zachary Carroll McClanahan 4 
Rebekah A nn McDonald 2 
Sean David Q uartz3 
Kelsie Lynn Severson3 
Economics 
Jared August H alvorson3 
Michad James Kem an 3 
Justin Tyler Stevens 3 
Samuel Earl Supplee-Niederman3 
English




Nathaniel Sinchirumi C o x 3 
Emily Kathryn G riffin 2 
Sean Patrick McConnaha 3 
Jonathan Douglas Pierce3 
Caroline E. D. Reel3 
Blake M. Sherm an2 
Anna Elizabeth W ilson3 
Geography 
Craig Leon K o ller2 
History
Donovan Cain Douglas3 
Joshua Michael Pretzer3 
Patrick Benjamin Sw art3 
Paul Thomas Thom pson3 
Linguistics 
Daniel G aynes3 
Jessica Rose H oltz3 
Samantha Leigh Prins3 
Bailey Mae W ike3 
Philosophy 
Mason James V oehl3 
Kirstin Marie Waldkoenig3 
Political Science 
Matthew Louis Cassel1 
Connor Thomas Fitzpatrick3 
Erin Marie Harbaugh 2 
Jeremy Paul Locke2 
Psychology 
Jessica Peatee 1 
Ari Silverm an2 
Shailee Rose W oodard3 
Sociology
Hannah Brianne Fields 3 
Rachel Melody Ju s t2 
Lauren Anne M iller2 
Rachel Ann Schafer3 
School Psychology 
Morgan Monet Fuller B enge3 
Rebekah Ann B lood 3 
Brianna Bosshart3 
Laura Angeline Branson3 
Kyle David Dyrud 3 
Alexandra Ladd M cElroy3 
Ryan Michael N ollan3 
Jessica Patrice Parker3 
Mackinzie Star Tilleman3 
Teaching Middle School Mathematics 
Raymond Nels DeBruycker 1 
Sarah M. Leipheimer3
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Creative Writing 
Bryn L. A gnew 2 
Jason Bacaj2 
Catalina M. Baker3
Laura Anne Blake2 
Michael Byrne 
Dwight Livingstone C urtis3 
Thomas Joseph D ’A ddario3 
Jesse Daniel D urovey3 
Anne McCullough Inglis2 
Joseph Chamberlain K irk 3 
Carlos Javier M edina3 
Amelia M orand3 
Miranda Ruby M organ3 
David Byron Q ueen3 
Maren Camille Schiffer3 
Jennifer Alyn Sheets3 
Kylie Michelle Westerlind3 
Taylor Stein W h ite2 
Amanda S. W ilgus3 
Riley Robson W oods3
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Chemistry 
Brittany Peterson 2 
Hannah Jane W right3 
Cell, Molecular, Microbial Biology 
Larissa Ann Walker 2 
Computer Science 
Tim Ray Anderson2 
David James Blasen 2 
Adam Michael Chow Q em ons3 
Zachary Adam Falkner2 
Patrick Anthony K reitzbetg3 
Robin Lockwood3 
Kayla Lynne Pierson 1 
Data Science 
Anna Rae G asner3 
English
Jensen Arthur Lillquist3 
Environmental Studies 
Rachel Lynne Ackerm an3 
Olivia Lillianna A llen 3 
Ryan M. C arter3 
Elissa Merle C ho tt3 
Sophia Marie Cinnamon3 
Joshua Paul D avis3 
Mary E llis3
Dara Meredith Fedrow3 
Claire Ellen Foley3 
Harley Ronald Fredriksen2 
Jessie Ann Hampton3 
Kate E. K eller3 
Molly McKee K elly3 
Farrah M. Masoumi3 
Jane Hallie M cGuire3 
Megan A. M clnerney3 
Christopher Daniel M iller3 
Carrie A. N elson3 
Meghan Rene N eville3
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Kathryn Anne Olson3 
Mason Parker3 
Melissa A. Peterson2 
Richard Tyler Powers3 
Oliver Finn Wood 3 
Laura Sue Zanolli3
Geography
Morgan Elizabeth Anderson3 
Jonathan B yers3 
William Douglas H enry3 
Kourtney Brooke Johnson 2 
Lauren Emilie M ackey2 
Andrew J. Nemecek 2 
Joseph Henry O ffe r3 
Brianna Joy Rick 1 
Jonathan Paul Sand3 
Julie Jeanette Tompkins 2 
. Morgan A E  V o ss2 
Nick John Zanetos 2 
Geosciences 
Nora Jean Dwyer 2 
Derek James Goble 1 
Andrew Parker K een e3 
Rosemary L eone3 
Megan Alana M ave2 
Sara Stotter3 
Robin Thoman Welling3 
Patrick Michael W urster1 
Mathematics 
Omid K horm ali3 
Neuroscience 
Levi Broderick Z ell3 
Organismal Biology & Ecology 
Jillian Francesca del S o l3 





Sandra Susana Ashley3 
Education Specialist 
School Psychology 
Christopher John Ross3 
Specialist School Psychology 
School Psychology 
Emelyn Jayne Falley3 
Jessica Lynn LeBrun3 
Anna Kathleen Sawyer3 
Phillip A. Thomas3
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
African-American Studies 
Meshayla Imonie C ox3 
Stephen Paul Thompson3 
Cum Laude
Anthropology 
Ana Maria A costa3 
W ith a minor in History 
Rachel Marie Blum hardt3 
W ith a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tabitha Rachelle Byrd-Stewart3 
W ith a minor in Biology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brennan P. C harlton3 
Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Rose Cino 4 
Lauren Tiana C lark3 
Cum Laude
Brandt Martin D avidson3 
Hugues William De Pingon3 
Nicholas N orman Densley 2 
Cum Laude 
Kassidy Mae E llison3 
Clare R. Fairbanks3 
W ith a minor in History 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erin Shauna Flood 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kaylen E. G eh rke3 
Cum Laude 
Ellie Anna G luhosky3 
W ith a minor in Business Administration 
W ith a m inor in International Development Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Joshua Clayton Hainebach 4 
Summa Cum Laude 
RyAnn Rochelle H arris3 
Christine Marie Harsell Napier 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jesse Lee H arvkey3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Samantha H ofland3 
Kaitlyn Nicole H orton 3 
Chanelle Fawn Innis 1 
Cum Laude 
Hilary Jo  Johnstone 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Paul Daniel Jorgenson3 
Kyleen AmberRose K elsey3 
With a m inor in Irish Studies 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Cum Laude 
Grace Marie K ennedy3 
Mckenzie Helen K ram er3 
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Sidney Raymond LaVoy-Brunette2 
W ith a minor in Native American Studies 
Nicholas Matthew L eonovicz3 
With a minor in Russian 
Cum Laude
Rhiannon Marie Liberty3 
Courtney N. Little A x e 3
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Patrick Christopher Loynd3 
Cum Laude
Anabelle Rebecca Lozano2 
Callum James Ruckman Macnab3 
Jordan A. M cCloney3 
With a minor in Arabic Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erin Colleen M cNeil3 
Allison Danielle M etz3 
With a minor in Biology 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Connor Aislinn Morson 2 
Jordan R. Patterson5 
Hannah W  Pepprock3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ariana Valenzuela3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lucia Marquerite Valerio 3 
Monte Keoua W h ite3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Caleb Samuel W ilkerson2 
Cum Laude
Jennifer Lynn W ilkinson3 
Madeline Ellen Williams 1 
Corwin Dale Yellow K idney2 
Kathryn White Y o d er1 
Cassidy F. Z irko3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Biology
Emma A. Debasids3 
With a minor in Biochemistry 
Michael Paul Finlay3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Garret Kelly Jo lm a3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sean Colter Jacob K au tz2 
Katherine Elizabeth Lavelle3 
Katherine Anne Peck 2 
Cum Laude 
Amanda Lyne Price3 
Chemistry
Gunnar Orion Boose 1 
Cum Laude 
Classics
Kathleen Elizabeth B ragg1 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Beaufort John B uffkin3 
Cum Laude 
Jakob Michael W yder3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Communication Studies 
Jami Lorraine Attleberger 3 
Elijah D. Brayton1 
Molly Brodhead 1 
Michael D. Burke2 
Cum Laude
Bradley J. Buder3 
Justin S. Calhoun5
With a minor in Business Administration 
Bridget Hope C astro2 
Louis Mayuk Caye 1 
Amanda Lynne Chase3 
Cum Laude
Shayne Michael Cochran 2 
Wilmot II James Collins 1 
Dalton E. Crain 1 
Kyra Kristin Cronin 3 
With a minor in Political Science 
Cum Laude 
Charles Philip D ah l4 
Quincey Anne Dean 1 
Jacey Anne Delaney3 
With a minor in Business Administration 
Joceline Cathryn D enton3 
Cum Laude
Donaven Charles D orsey3 
Mitch Ross Everts 1 
Christopher M. Favoroso1 
Madeline Diane Franks2 
Cum Laude 
Paula Ann Friesen3 
Elle Jane Gallow 1 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Olivia Nicole Greco 2 
With a minor in Sociology 
Piper Jayne Greenw ood3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Rita Jean Hackett3 
W th  a minor in Sociology 
Cum Laude
Jordan Gregory H arper3 
Maredith Elaine Heckel3 
Jacelyn Lee Henderson3 
W th  a minor in Business Administration 
Miranda Brianne Henrich3 
W th  a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alexa Ashlan Hogstad4 
Kayla Anne Holmes 3 
Cora W arf K ram er1 
Cum Laude
Alexander Robert LaChasse 1 
Alijah Maurice L ee2 
Tracy Lou Long2 
Allison Elizabeth Lucas2 
Cum Laude 
Timmie Lyon2
With a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Cum Laude
Ashlyn Alizabeth Lyons 1 
Kaila Ann M atteson3 
Hannah Manya M cDaniel3 
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Magna Cum Laude
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Colin Thomas M cGillivray3 
Myles Olamijulo M cKee-O sibodu3 
Elizabeth Irene M cM ahon2 
W ith a minor in Communicative 
Sciences &  Disorders 
Kyra Dylan M erchen3 
W ith a minor in Biology 
Alexandra Christine M eyer3 
Aidan Elisabeth Smith M o ser3 
Abigail Jocele N ess3
W ith a m inor in N onprofit Administration 
Craig William Patera4 
Cum Laude 
Erik Michael Patton3 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Annaliese Claire Paukert4 
Danni Rae Payton 3
W ith a minor in N onprofit Administration 
Cum Laude
Anna Cattin Pickhardt2 
Matthew Wyatt P ow ell1 
David Thomas Reese2 
Lindsay Marie Regan'
Sean G ao R obinson5 
Desire Josephine Rodriguez4 
Ahmaad Malik Rorie 2 
Megan F. R yan5 
Danielle M anon R ybolt1 
Clayton E. Scholl3 
Koleena Iris Shear3 
Colin Daniel Sm ith3 
Gage Harrison Sm ith3 
Jeffrey Jake Soinsld3 
Cum Laude 
Noah D. Strizich3 
Joseph Patrick T aylor1 
Octavio Ventura3 
Mikayla Nicole Ward 2 
Julianne Lee W h ite2 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Derrick Andrew W inslow 2
Central & Southwest Asian Studies 
Sean Clark K itso n 3 
Isaac Thomas M ahn3 
Jordan A . M cCloney3 
Rhees Jackson M iller3 
Kelcie Jean M urphy5 
W ith a minor in Arabic Studies 
Cum Laude
East Asian Studies 
Daylee Catherine D a h l3 
W ith a minor in Japanese 
Economics 
Tara Alyss A l-H aj5 
W ith a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude
A nthony M. Baiady 2 
Cum Laude 
K aren Leigh B lair3 
Cayley Louise B o yd 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
V ictor Casadevall Gras 2 
Cum Laude 
Sherry Carleen C larke5 
Cum Laude 
Megan Marie Finley 2 
Blake G arrett Foster 2 
Mason A ndrew  Gedlaman 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nicholas Craig G rasseschi3 
Cum Laude 
Natalie Lyn Hofstad 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Carson N. K ad a s2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lynzee Marie L e e 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Katalyn A . L indberg1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jacob Rene M ahoney3 
M atthew Jackson Malloy 5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Taryn A nne M iller3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jacob Thomas O ’N eill3 
Cum Laude
Catherine Virginia Shepard 3 
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism  
Cum Laude
Marshall William Sim onson3 
Alexander David T hum er 3
English
Sonia S. Bergmann 1 
W ith a m inor in Philosophy 
Cum Laude 
Kristy Lynn Bixler 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Parker B oeing3 
W ith a m inor in Journalism  
Magna Cum Laude 
Caitlin R. Boyer 1 
Sarah Virginia B rennan3 
W ith a m inor in Irish Studies 
Cum Laude 
Natalie Rose Burton 2 
Cum Laude 
Marko C apoferri3 
W ith a m inor in Wilderness Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rachel Brittni C a rr2 
Earl Streich C lark3 
W ith a m inor in Media Arts 
W ith a m inor in Wilderness Studies 
Magna Cum Laude
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Shane Charles Coburn3 
Jennifer Lynn C urran3 
Zoe Beth D ansie2 
With a minor in Film Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jackson T. Davey 2 
With a minor in Journalism 
Darian Cotinne D ovgan2 
Joseph Adam D uram 3 
Dawes Henry Elw ood3 
Cum Laude 
Ciera R. Finbetg3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Margaret Elizabeth Finlay3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
W illiam Hayward Frost3 
Cum Laude 
Siena Brett Gideon *
Cum Laude 
Erin Parke Goudreau3 
With a minor in History 
Magna Cum Laude 
Isabel Heaton G raff 2 
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & 
Sexuality Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Haleigh Lynne Gullion3 
Caleb Parker Hartman-Pickens 3 
Madison N. Haynes 3 
Cum Laude
Maree Catherine Herron 3 
Cum Laude 
Jake Wells Hoskins 1 
Madison Elisabeth Irw in3 
Dusty S. K eim 3 
With a minor in German 
With a minor in History 
Magna Cum Laude 
Martha J. Krebill2 
With a minor in German 
Summa Cum Laude 
Bradley Cole Lam bert1 
With a minor in Journalism 
Tessa Christine Marsden3 
Jesse Earl Douglas M cDowell3 
With a minor in French 
Cum Laude
Kailyn Ashley Eliza M ercer3 
Michael Westphal M erlo3 
With a minor in Journalism 
Tamsen Marie Mitchell1 
With a minor in Political Science 
Aubrey Mullins3 
Cum Laude
Brittany Lynn Nedrow-Blevins3 
With a minor in Journalism 
Cum Laude
Nathan Jennings Patterson2
Katy Annette Pellett1 
Anna K . Peterson3 
Lauren Ann Selleck3 
Lauren Michelle Sexton2 
Lillian Margaret Soper3 
Georg Sperle3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Shelby DeeAnn Storm er2 
With a minor in Women’s and Gender Studies 
Antonio Francisco Torres 1 
Cum Laude 
Andrew Tait Vigesaa3 
Anna Kathryn Weishaar1 
With a minor in Film Studies 
Cum Laude
Sarah Leanne Williams 3 
With a minor in Anthropology 
With a minor in Geosciences 
Sandra Dee Williamson3 
With a minor in Irish Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Savannah Kate W oods3 
Mackenzie Arthur Young3 
Environmental Studies 
Madelene Louise Anderson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Daphne Amber Beeson3 
Leon Beltran Laborde3 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Casey M. Brandon3
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel Tyler Carlino5 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
June Moonlight Caudle 2 
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Isaac David Cluphf 1 
Cum Laude 
Anna Rose Costain3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Matthew David Cvitkovich2 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Audrey May Daniel3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sierra Dale Deimling3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Martha Case Engberg3 
Cum Laude
Adrianne Rae Forrestor3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Cum Laude
Shelby Elisabeth Gordon 1 
Cum Laude 
Laramie Ann Groats 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Siena Jade Hester5 
Magna Cum Laude
Amelia Rachel Liberatore 2 
Cum Laude
Sebastian Javier Iivio  Contreras3 
Shannon Lynch3 
Morgan Frances M cCarthy4 
Cody McNearney3 
Cum Laude 
Lacee Marie M oodry3 
Sophie Mae M o on 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Haille Elizabeth Nugent4 
Emily Palm-Stikkers 2 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Danner Jack Pickering2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shane Elyse Randle2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Taylor D. Riggs3
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Elias William Romanoff 2 
Natalie Renee Stockmann3 
With a minor in Arabic Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Benjamin Gregory T hom son3 
With a minor in Geography 
Verity Renee Thome 1 
W ith a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Katrina Diana Thorness K arras2 
Kelly Jo  Williamson3 
Cum Laude 
French
Kashya Alexandria Boretsky3 
With a minor in Computer Science 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Lauren Irene Clairm ont1 
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Geography
Seth Daniel Benefiel4 
Cum Laude
Jonathan Michael Clawson2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lily LaRue Elison2 
Matthew Scott E verett3 
Daniel Steven Gundlach2 
Cum Laude 
Dallin Reed Jon es2 
Harriet Alice Leifer3 
James B. Scofield5
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
With a minor in Mountain Studies 
Mary Kathleen Sullivan2 
German
Brenna Joy Glidewell2 
Cum Laude
Natasha Ruth Harwood 4 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Cum Laude
Holly Elizabeth Jacobs2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ronan Meehan K ennedy3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Britta Thomas 1
Magna Cum Laude ,
Hanna M. T odd3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Global Humanities & Religions 
Gabriel Joseph Adler 3 
With a m inor in Wilderness Studies 
Nathan Henry Balano 2 
With a m inor in A rt History/Criticism 
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies 
Cum Laude
Ryan Patrick D ufresne3
W ith a minor in South &  Southeast Asian Studies 
History-Political Science 
Evan William E pperly3 
W ith a minor in Political Science 
Cum Laude
Lauren Ann Selleck3 2
W ith a m inor in Theatre
Makena Cade Simis 1 1
Gregory Chase Triplett3
History
Nicholas Marino Bassani3 
Joshua Michael B auder3 
Alistair Jeffrey Bernhard 1
W ith a minor in Central & Southwest Asian Studies 
Joshua Allen Braach3 
Dalton Gene Bradford 2 
Christopher Harrison B renna3 
Telten R. Com stock2 
Samuel Rial Cummings 1 
Henry David C urtis3 
Meghan Margaret Marcella Erdmann 1 
W ith a m inor in Geography 
Cum Laude 
Peyton C. Fulbright3 
With a minor in Political Science 
Tess K . Gallagher Clancy3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Chantelle Alexandra G am boa5 
Brenna Joy G lidewell2 
Cum Laude 
Erin Parke G oudreau3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kyrstin Madalina H ofstetter3 
Noah Edwin Johnston 1 
Cum Laude
Ronan Meehan K ennedy3 
With a minor in European Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sean Clark K itso n 3 
With a minor in Arabic Studies
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Winnifred K  Lohof 3
With a minor in Central & Southwest Asian Studies 
With a minor in Spanish 
Michael Patrick M cDonald3 
With a minor in Political Science 
Kitiri Rhian M cD unn3
With a minor in Central &  Southwest Asian Studies 
Cum Laude
Lerene Kay McFarland3 
With a minor in Russian Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kelde Jean M urphy5 
Cum Laude
Jacob Thomas O ’N eill3
With a minor in Central &  Southwest Asian Studies 
Cum Laude 
Allison Grace Pennell3 
Colette Nicole Poetzl2 
Cum Laude 
Cory Patrick Pratto3 
Kathleen Ellen Resch3 
Cum Laude
Jonathan Toby Richards3 
Stephanie Nicol Richards 1 
Jolie Colette Scribner3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Travis James Seal3 
Joseph Michael Serido3 
Anina Nicole Story 3 
Stephen Paul Thom pson3 
Joseph Leonard Valley3 
Christina Marie Varney3 
With a minor in African-American Studies 
Cum Laude 
Arthur Cai W ear1
With a minor in Central &  Southwest Asian Studies 
Cum Laude
Benjamin James Y tu rri3 
Cum Laude 
Japanese 
Nicole I. Blake2 
With a minor in Music 
Cum Laude 
Taylor Michelle Cecil3 
Cum Laude
Emily Grace Engstrom 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ryan Ronald K oski3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Isaac Bishop Larowe3 
Cum Laude
Marcus Roger Windsor Laurence3 
Cum Laude 
Matthew A. L ong3 
Cum Laude
LaRena Rose M olzhon3 
Jessica Rose Peters 1
Aubrey Pauline Q uam m e4 
Cum Laude
Schrielle Taileah Standish3 
Nichole Marie Tougas 1 
Julia Marie W h ite3 
Ryan Jalen W ozniak3 
Mathematics 
Jared Dean Berkram 3 
Rachael E. Blackman3
With a minor in Women’s, Gender &  Sexuality 
Studies
Magna Cum Laude 
Amelia Hendrika Cantwell3 
Victor Casadevall Gras 2 
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Paige D eReu3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Caleb Matthias Douglas2 
With a minor in English 
Emily Grace Engstrom 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eric David Fevold 2 
Cum Laude 
Megan Marie Finley 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Nicholas Craig Grasseschi3 
Heather Nicole K elly2 
Cum Laude
Matthew Lane K ingston3 
With a minor in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dallas Alexander Lebel2 
Dillon T. M ay3 
Cum Laude
Joseph Richard N ewm an3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jakob Bailey Oetinger3 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jake Rooster Pennington3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jennifer Brook Powers3 
With a minor in Spanish 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kinnsey Katherine Reilly 1 
Evrard Sinarinzi3 
Doranda Ann Standing Rock2 
Kristie Nicole W eeks3 
Glen Horace W oodworth3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rilee Ann Zilkey2 
Native American Studies 
Joshua James C ahoon3 
Stephan Chase3 
Emily Kate Gillispie3 
W th  a minor in Sociology 
Cum Laude
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Ten Christine H arper3 
Farryl Elisa H unt3 
Willowcahill Wee-La K ip p 2 
W ith a minor in Environmental Studies 
Rhiannon Marie L iberty3 
Christina Marie Varney 3 
Cum Laude
CoriLynne Danielle W o o d s3 
Philosophy 
Alice B oyer3
With a m inor in Native American Studies 
Cum Laude
Alexander Michael B utler3 
With a minor in Economics 
Cum Laude 
Joseph Adam D uram 3 
With a minor in History 
Riley B. H elgoe2 
Cum Laude 
Charles Rex K em p le3 
Robert Ryan L e e 5 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lucas James Stokstad3 
W ith a minor in Media Arts 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sean M. W est3 
W ith a minor in Journalism  
Brandon Lane W ilber2 
Glen Horace W oodw orth3 
Physics
Eric David D ennison3 
Wolfgang V. G reger3 
Hannah Elizabeth G ro u t3 
Alex Hayden Jo h n so n 3 
With a minor in Chemistry 
Hannah Michelle Jo rd a n 3 
Cum Laude
Bodhi Shalom Raphael Landry-Stahl3 
Cum Laude
Joseph Richard N ewm an3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elisabeth Susan Tappert3 
W ith a minor in Mathematics 
Ryan Joshua W akefield3 
W ith a minor in Mathematics 
Magna Cum Laude 
Political Science 
Rio I. Aagaard-Shively3 
W ith a minor in History 
Magna Cum Laude 
Leigha Rose A cebedo2 
Brieanna A n ton io3 
W ith a minor in History 
Jessica Kaialanimakalii Baldonado3 
Donald Williams Bedell3 
Leyton Lee Bellam y1 
Korbin L. Bragstad3 
Vincent Eugene Capece3
Carly Marie Chapdelaine3 
W ith a m inor in Spanish 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alta Clark 2 
Cum Laude 
Marley Zara C lark3 
Ella Lynn Crowder 1 
Zachary Edward D ah y3 
Michael A nthony D ob b in s3 
W ith a m inor in Psychology 
Cum Laude
Sayidah Rohanawati D upuis3 
Bailey A rin D u rnell3 
Lucas E llso n 1 
Elle N. Fettig2 
Hannah Sjostrom  Gale 3 
W ith a m inor in Economics 
Victoria Katherine Marie G annon 1 
Cara Lynn G rew ell3 
Magna Cum  Laude 
Terydon R. H all2 
G rant Trenton H em pel2 
M cKayla Christine Henson 2 
W ith a m inor in Latin American Studies 
W ith a m inor in Spanish 
Cum Laude 
Thomas Fraser H iett3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Josey Hope H o f f3 
Cum Laude 
D rew Derek Iverson 2 
Am anda D orothy K lin e 3 
W ith a m inor in Media Arts 
Evan Timothy Laskow ski1 
Loren Y von L om bard3 
Callum James Ruckman M acnab3 
Cum Laude 
Isaac Thomas M ah n 3 
W ith a m inor in Arabic Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Patrick Thomas Maloney 1 
Louis James Marucheau 1 
Colin Howard M ilton 3 
Cum Laude 
Sophie Mae M o o n 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rosemary Elizabeth M o rriso n3 
Ethan Robert N ew m an3 
Jeffrey Hays Nichols 3 
W ith a m inor in Communication Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tessa L. Passes3 
Wade Patten2
W ith a m inor in Arabic Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Allison Grace Pennell3 
W ith a m inor in Arabic Studies 
Cum Laude
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Violet Irene Plum mer3 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
With a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Taylor N. R ost2 
Andrew Tiago Ruchti3 
Rylee Anne Stewart3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Christa D. Street3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Destini Lizabeth T h roop 4 
Cum Laude
Michael Spencer Toppen2 
Patrick L. W ayne3 
Cum Laude 
Mariah A. W elch3 
Brandon Lane W ilber2 
Cum Laude
Collin Noah Vance Wilson 1 
Caitlin Teagan Wind 1 
W ith a minor in Arabic Studies 
Zachary Charles Me Vee Zhang3 
Tyler Zuidema 2 
With a minor in Russian Studies
Psychology
Shoshonne Carmen Adams 2 
With a minor in Sociology 
Zachary Palmer Alexander3 
Courtney Mary Anderson 3 
Mikayla Dawn Anderson 2 
Rachele Lynn Barker3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Madison Marie B ell3 
Elizabeth Kathryn B erg3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lorri M. B ethel3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Julia Marie Brantley 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sarah Virginia Brennan3 
Briannajenise B rooks3 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Cum Laude 
Jordan Broussard3
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erika Eileen Burgess 2 
Charles Matthew B ush3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Megan A. B yrne3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Shay Ann Caldwell3 
Cum Laude
Luke Branning Carlson 1 
Cum Laude 
Nicole C hang3
W ith a minor in Human and Family Development 
Summa Cum Laude
Sara Angelique Clement2 
Steve Raybert Cole3 
Kaitlin Lyn Crowell2 
With a minor in Biology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alec Blake Dalton 1 
Cum Laude 
Tyler Benjamin Davis4 
With a minor in Biology 
Jocelyn Sarah Jade Davis-Bunger 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hunter Theodore D ealing3 
Katlyn Nicole Delger3 
Dillon Thomas Demontiney3 
Mackenzie Paige Downie3 
Mary Dowsing3 
Cum Laude 
Autumn A. Drake3 
Deanna Marie Duram 5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Austin Jordan Ebner3 
Julia Eshleman4
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kyle Paul Evans3 
Lillie Grace Fischer2 
Fallon Sahara Flynn4 
Sadie Elizabedi Forte3 
With a minor in English 
Cum Laude
Anissajoan Gabrielson3 
Heron Agate Gamble2 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Cum Laude 
Danica Starr Gorton 1 
Cum Laude 
Esteven Guereca3 
Kaylee Zane Hafer3 
With a minor in Anthropology 
Cum Laude
Amanda Jus tine Hagaman3 
Kacie Lynn H ale3 
James Devine Hayes3 
Natalie Danielle Hein 1 
Faith Lynn Herrin3 
With a minor in Art Studio 
Tommy L. Holliday 2 
Victoria J. Hornberger4
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies 
Cum Laude 
Teresa K. Hoskins3 
With a minor in French 
Summa Cum Laude 
Westley M. Hughes3 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Kiehly Marie Hyde2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kazusa I to 1
as With a minor in Communication Studies 
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fCaylee Elizabeth Iv es3 
Nathalie Marie Joanlanne3 
Cum Laude 
Rebecca Jenee Kallem 3 
Cum Laude 
Corinna I. K em e r2 
Kristen Ellen Kipp 2 
Mariah Michelle K ip p 2 
Carly M. K nudson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Martha J. K rebill2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Angela Dawn Langer2 
With a m inor in Anthropology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Miami Rae Lanterm an3 
Cassie Dawn Marie Laram ee3 
Alyse Marie Last S ta r3 
Anita Maria Leander 1 
Cum Laude 
Bethany May Lindner2
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Magna Cum Laude 
Eileen M. M acGairdener3 
With a minor in Sociology 
Mary Jessica M agill1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andrew Liu Matsushita3 
Baylee Lanae Mattausch3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Connor O ’brien McSweeney 1 
Cody Alan M eyer4 
Jack Patrick Michaels3 
Ruth Elizabeth M inix3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dawn Marie M oles3 
Molly M om hinweg2 
Seva Pavlovich M oskovko3 
Stevie D. M urphy3 
Stephen B. N elson3 
Zane Emory Nelson 1 
Natalie M. N ew berry2 
W ith a minor in Spanish 
Marlon Jay Pamiwulf 4 
Annaliese Claire Paukert4 
Arynn Amanda Payne3 
Cum Laude
Gabrielle Elicia Pelchen2 
Aunika Jenise Phillips3 
Kenneth Robert Pichon 1 
Alexander E. Pierce2 
With a m inor in Anthropology 
Elizabeth Susan Poole 2 
Cum Laude 
Isabel Tulis Q uintero3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sarah Julia Renteria3 
Cum Laude
Indigo V. R eVander3 
Breezy Le Rhinehart3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Megan Elizabeth R iley1 
Cheyenne Jane R ivera2 
W ith a m inor in Communication Studies 
W ith a m inor in Human and Family Development 
Jenna Marie R ock3 
Megan Elizabeth R o o t1 
M ary Alden R o ss3 
Shelby Lane R osston3 
W ith a m inor in Communication Studies 
Cum Laude 
Caitlin Grace R yan3
W ith a m inor in Business Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shelby Frances Sander 3 
W ith a minor in Sociology 
Savannah A . Sanders 2 
Cum Laude
Ashley Kristine Schaub 2 
Dennis G ary Schuster5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mian Mian S ee t4 
Janelle Joy Sham p2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Margaret S ho ley3 
W ith a m inor in Human and Family Development 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kendra Lee Sorensen2 
Cum Laude
Catherine Bryce Stainken 2 
Skylee Jane S tark 3 
Azure Rose S tever3
W ith a m inor in Human and Family Development 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bridget M ary Shekels 4 
Anina Nicole S to ry 3 
Kassi R. S tron g3
W ith a m inor in Business Administration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Daria S w ift3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hunter Robert T hom as4 
Collin Mark Tonkovich3 
Emily T yra3
Am ber Nicole Van D aele3 
Jordon W allin3 
Nelson W hittem ore W eaver3 
W ith a minor in Communication Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alexis Jade W h itlo w 3 
W ith a m inor in Gerontology 
W ith a m inor in Human and Family Development 
Jocelyn Anne W oods 2 




Dorothy Margaret Young 2 
With a minor in A rt Studio 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alexa N. Z eller3
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
With a minor in A rt Studio 
Daniel Nathan Zimmerman2 
Summa Cum Laud
Russian
Esme Olive Brudie-Janigo3 
With a minor in Journalism 
Magna Cum Laude 
Andrew Joel Castellanos4 
Cum Laude 
Lucas E llson1 
Lindsey Michelle Greytak2 
Cum Laude
Natasha Ruth H arwood4 
Cum Laude
Maree Catherine H erron3 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Cum Laude 
Kitiri Rhian M cD unn3 
With a minor in linguistics 
Cum Laude
Daniel William M cK new 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rhees Jackson M iller3 
With a minor in linguistics 
Tyler Zuidema3 
Sociology
Maya Faun Apryle-Bushman2 
Cheyenne Marie Astle 3 
Timbre Lee Barnes3 
Cum Laude 
Garrett Bryson B ell3 
Taylan Beym er3 
Kyle George Borgen2 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Drew David Brennan3 
Kadey Brents3 
Cum Laude 
Steve Raybert C o le3 
Cum Laude
Keenan Austin C olvin3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Damon Almeida Cordier 2 
Cum Laude 
Aida Jo  Curran 3 
With a minor in Anthropology 
Cum Laude
Craig Martin Davidson3 
Autumn A. D rake3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Taylor Leigh D uBois4 
Em m ete Leslie Dustybull4 
Ian Edwards-Myslicki2
Jacob Lloydson E lder3 
Kimberley Denise Fee2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hanajean Feilzer3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Lillie Grace Fischer2 
Cum Laude 
Erin Amanda Flores 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
John Peter G alli4 
Cara Lynn G rew ell3 
Katie Lynn H ale3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Girlish Damita H arrison3 
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Henriette Maria H earn3 
With a minor in German 
Cum Laude 
Olivia Irene Helland3 
Sophie Deane H ewey3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jaclyn Nicole H iel3
W th  a minor in Human and Family Developr 
Thomas Fraser H iett3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Calyn Alexis Hitchcock2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nathan James H off 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Samantha H olland3 
Ashlee Rose Horswill3 
Esther Grace Hostler3 
Cum Laude 
Rachel Marie Jeffries3 
W th  a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Molly Caroline Johnson3 
Brianne Lacey Jon es3 
Dean Joseph Kipling3 
Naomi Maxine K night3 
Emma Kelli Rose Lamebull3 
Cassie Dawn Marie Laramee3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Harriet Alice Leifer3 
Emalie E. Lewis2 
With a minor in Psychology 
Jason Garrett Liechty3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kaitlynn Elizabeth Lindbo 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tra Jerald Ludeman2 
Sierra Jade M cGinnis3 
Shelby Lynn M cNeil3 
Magna Cum Laude 
A rif M em ovic4 
Natalie Marie M ozer3 
With a minor in Native American Studies
Adam John O ja 3
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Cum Laude 
Nicolas Robert Petrini3 
Erica Holly Pilote 1 
Mariah Megan R ay3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude
Lyndayle Odessa R evell1 
Cum Laude 
Olivia Kristine Rudio3 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria K . Schafer3 
With a minor in Political Science 
Aiyana Nitara Shalom 3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Magna Cum Laude 
David Robert Shaw 2 
•Beverly Anne S itton3 
With a minor in Philosophy 
Jaimie Marie Soderling3 
Cum Laude 
Nathaniel J. Stewart3
With a minor in Fire Sciences &  Management 
Shelyssa Sandralyn T heel3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Erin Nichole Toole3 
Alexis Renee Urbach4 
Matdiew Marcelo W ellert1 
Kaitlyn Elizabeth W esthoff 1 
Kristen L. W ilson2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cyra Reann W oehlke4 
Spanish
Meshayla Imonie C o x 3 
Delaney Shay Fredericks 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sophie Deane Hewey 3 
Sarah Alene H offer3 
Caroline Jean K elley3 
Cum Laude 
Lynzee Marie L ee3
With a minor in Latin American Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Karlie A nn Reilly 2 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Cum Laude
Megan Jane Rodriguez5 
Cum Laude 
Taylor N. R ost2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Margaret Elaine Schaefers3 
With a minor in Linguistics 
Christa D. Street3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Juliana F. Sukut2
With a minor in Latin American Studies 
Magna Cum Laude
Hanna M. Todd3 
With a minor in Arabic Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Emma Kathleen Jordan Vaincourt2 
Magna Cum Laude
Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies 
Maya Faun Apryle-Bushman2 
Claire Rose Boettcher3 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Cum Laude
Carly Marie Chapdelaine 3 
Brenna Mae Davis 3 
Bailey Arin Durnell3 
Cum Laude 
Haley Lee Eakin3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Juniper Rose Eastwood 3 
With a minor in Philosophy 
Magna Cum Laude 
Piper Jayne Greenwood 3 
Sadie Ellix Koch2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cora Warf K ram er1 
Aidan Elisabeth Smith Moser 3 
Amanda Kay Rosbarsky1 
With a minor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude 
Alexandria K. Schafer 3 
Lillian C. Stefani3 
Shelj'ssa Sandralyn T heel3 
Collin Mark Tonkovich 3 
Mariah A. Welch3
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
David Clinton Burton3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Andrew Harper Demaree2 
Alhan Eduardo Diaz-Correa3 
Christopher M. King 3 
With a minor in Chemistry 
Summa Cum Laude 
Charlotte A. Langner3 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sharon Trejo L o a 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kyle W  N igh 3 
Yonali Aaron Radousky2 
Dillon Monroe Schweitzer 2 
Biology 
Jessica M. Bailey3 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Scott Barker3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brandon C. Bilbrey3 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Mary Antonia B ill326 (D
Steven Blanchard 1 
Connor Ray Bowm an3 
Cum Laude 
Megan M. Branson3 
Clint William B renner3 
Dylan Michael Budke 3 
Destiny R. Butler 4 
With a minor in Gerontology 
Lauren Tiana C lark3 
Cum Laude 
Bridget M. C reel3 
With a minor in A rt Studio 
Summa Cum Laude 
Zoe Starr Dahlquist2 
Ella Elizabeth D artm an3 
With a minor in Geosciences 
Hugues William De Pingon3 
Dillon Thomas Demontiney 4 
Mikayla A. Eager4 
Cum Laude
Tana Gabrielle G arden3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Macey Lee Gonzales 2 
Andrew Paul Guinn 1 
Cheyanne Dawn Hamilton 2 
Quinlan John Harting3 
Jacob Ryan Hathaway3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Madilyn Elizabeth H ead2 
Robert William H ocker3 
Cum Laude 
Rebecca L. Hoerner 2 
Isaac Sebastian Humble4 
Cum Laude
Matthew Scott Jackson3 
Ryan John Kangas 1 
With a minor in Geosciences 
Brooke Ruth K e rn 3 
With a minor in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kendra Florence K ezur 2 
Lexijade Klawitter 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sydney Maria Ladas3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Julliette Tekla Lucas3 
With a minor in Biochemistry 
Cum Laude
William Maxwell M alloy3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude 
Adrielle M assey3 
Makenzie Elizabeth M ayfield3 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gavin Mitchell M cLaren3 
Janelle Rayanne Meier 2 
With a minor in French
Ty Robert Morgan3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Paighton H. N oel3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Magna Cum Laude 
Natalie Laura O rta3 
Haley Anne Partlow4 
Cum Laude
Sydney Marie Pasternak3 
With a minor in Spanish 
Magna Cum Laude 
Meagan Marguerite Pezeshkian4 
Corrine Elizabeth Ramstead3 
Cum Laude 
Allison Rhoads 5 
Cum Laude 
Melissa Ann Richards3 
Kristofer Trey Sasser3 
Cum Laude
Alexandre Francois Serna 2 
Jacob Aaron Sm ith4 
With a minor in Biochemistry 
Bridget Mary Shekels4 
Michael Bradley Stull3 
Lily Barbara Summer3
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality 
Studies
Magna Cum Laude 
Kellen Michael Swingley3 
William Gordon Thompson 2 
Cum Laude 
Hannah Marie Tibke 1 
Kirsten Elizabeth Tucker3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
Cassidy Dawn White 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Molly Marie Wilcoxen4
Chemistry 
Thomas Charles Bisom 3 
With a minor in Biology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jeffrey Alan D ark2 
Garrett Evenson3 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Magna Cum Laude
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Flynn Elizabeth Hartley3 
With a minor in Biochemistry 
Kara Nicole Holm 3 
Hannah E. Little 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
James Hunter M ay1 
Cum Laude
Josie Margaret McElroy 3 
Kathryn Suzanne Paul5 
Kyle S. Seabourn3 
Jaimie Marie Soderling3 
With a minor in Biochemistry 
Cum Laude
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Cassidy F. Z irko 3 
Magna Cum Laude
Computer Science 
Joshua Brandon Anderson 3 
Jefferson Gunnar Bagley3 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel James Bailey3 
Carlos Raul B ravo 3 
Cum Laude 
Alaina Jeanne Brown 1 
With a m inor in Mathematics 
Jim  Stanley C havez3 
Emily Rae Ann C heroske2 
Cum Laude 
Daniel Friedrich2 
Joshua M. G ib so n 3 
Cameron Scott Gom ke 3 
W ith a m inor in Mathematics 
Cum Laude 
Justin Miles H aw ver2 
Cum Laude 
Ryan Jin  K no w les5 
Jack Daulton Lewis 3 
Cum Laude 
Kyle Lee Lucke3 
W ith a m inor in Mathematics 
Summa Cum Laude 
Joseph Daniel Pace3 
Matthew Aaron Patera3 
Karsten R B Pease3 
Cum Laude
Phillip Gregory Peterson3 
Jordan Purinton 2
With a m inor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude 
Jack R oddy3 
Cum Laude
Auston Taylor Michael Rogers 5 
Tresha Marie Sanders 3 
W ith a minor in Mathematics 
Lynne A . Spears2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Clayton R. Tallwhiteman3 
Cum Laude 
Seth Ryan T hom pson3 
W ith a minor in Mathematics 
Joshua R. Tiefenthaler2 
Anthony M. V ejar3 
W ith a m inor in Spanish 
Sarah Beth W alling3 
Cum Laude
Computer Science-Mathematical Science 
Luke Jacob Hilmes 2 
Cum Laude
Jared Thomas Robert Rutherford 3 
Magna Cum Laude
Geography 
Joseph Alexander Bailey 3 
Lindsey Sherm an B arn ard 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maxwell Christopher E n g er3 
Cum Laude
Meghan Elizabeth Kuhns 3 
W ith a m inor in Climate Change Studies 
W ith a m inor in Mountain Studies 
Magna Cum  Laude 
Sydney Michelle Q ualls3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Macklyn A rcher S c o tt2 
W ith a m inor in Mountain Studies 
Charles A . Sneddon 1 
W ith a  m inor in Geosciences 
Marc Louis Tourangeau2 
Geosciences 
Jeffrey Alan A b b o tt2 
Cum Laude 
N oah Brent C layton3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Thom as John  D a v is3 
Norland Raphael Hagen 2 
Bailey Elizabeth H ook 2 
Casey Lee K lep p el2 
Cum Laude
Tanner Robert Pedretti2 
Cum Laude 
Dakota R. Py les3 
Brandon Allen R o o se2 
Chandra Lyn Vitale 1 
Patricia Marie W agner3 
Medical Laboratory Science 
Sarah W  B idw ell2 
Joshua Shae Luoma 2 
Tiffany May Louise M atthew s3 
Gavin Mitchell M cLaren3 
Edalina M. P inheiro3 
Neuroscience 
Ella Batyamin B aum garten3 
W ith a m inor in G lobal Public Health 
Cum Laude 
Chades A . B irtw istle3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shannon Lee B o lten 4 
W ith a m inor in Biology 
W ith a m inor in Psychology 
Rachel A n n  C o w an 3 
W ith a m inor in Psychology 
Kaitlin Lyn C row ell2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Clara June D aviso n 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hugues William D e Pingon 3 
Jordan Leigh D illon 3 
Cum Laude
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Chancey Lee G arrett3 
Cum Laude 
Kevin McCrea Jord an 3 
With a minor in Russian 
Kristine Danielle K ram er5 
With a minor in Psychology 
Makenzie Elizabeth Mayfield3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shannon M cCleary3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lydia Catherine M erder4 
Erica Catherine O lson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Travis Pallister3 
Sarah Marie Popp4 
Magna Cum Laude 
Moira Flynn Shea3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Isabella Marin Sturgeon3 
Elizabeth M. Waterman5 
Cum Laude
BS IN MICROBIOLOGY 
Microbiology 
Shelby Thayer French2 
Nathan Daniel Gibson 2 
Madeline D ’Amico G lad 3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Trevor Jon  Hawley3 
Benjamin Vincent Hickey3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
Noah Paul H ill3 
Cum Laude 
Alex Rae Holland 2 
Tiffany May Louise M atthews3 
Kyle Warren Shifflett3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
Claire R. U tzm an3
BS IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Medical Technology 
Zainab Mohammed A1 Q anbar4 
Hana Rada K  A lroily4 
Saeed Mabkhoot M Alsaiari 2
Certificate
I Community Agriculture 
Kyle John Adam s2 
Magna Cum Laude 
| Computer Programming 
Patrick Alan Malahowski3 
Cum Laude 
Andrew Evan M owat3 
Magna Cum Laude
Environmental Ethics 
Casey M. Brandon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sophie Deane Hewey3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sophie Mae M oon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
English as a Second Language 
Kitiri Rhian McDunn3 
Cum Laude 
Karlie Ann Reilly2 
Cum Laude 
Forensic Studies 
James D. Armstrong3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rachel Marie Blumhardt3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kyle George Borgen2 
Kyra May Brabender1 
Cum Laude
Tabitha Rachelle Byrd-Stewart3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Aiciajo Curran3 
Cum Laude 
Kaylen E. Gehrke3 
Cum Laude 
Katie Lynn Hale 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jaclyn Nicole H iel3 
Thomas Fraser H iett3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nathan James H o ff3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brianne Lacey Jones3 
Grace Marie Kennedy3 
Harriet Alice Leifer3 
Courtney N. Little A xe3 
Anabelle Rebecca Lozano2 
Tra Jerald Ludeman2 
Mary Jessica M agill1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sierra Jade McGinnis3 
Shelby Lynn McNeil3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Natalie Marie M ozer3 
Stevie D. Murphy3 
Kathryn Suzanne Paul5 
Nicolas Robert Perrin i 3 
Francine Karine Pileggi2 
Shelby Frances Sander3 
Aiyana Nitara Shalom 3 
Magna Cum Laude 




Monte Keoua W h ite3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cassidy F. Z irko3 
Magna Cum Laude
Global Leadership 
Benjamin Vincent Hickey3 
Cum Laude
Geographic Information Systems 
Jennifer Marie Alexander3 
Morgan Elizabeth A nderson3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Joseph Alexander Bailey2 
Bart Allen Bauer 3 
Cum Laude 
Brian Robert Benedict1 
Jennifer Marie B outz4 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jonathan B yers3 
Jonathan Michael Clawson 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maxwell Christopher E nger3 
Cum Laude 
Corey Allison H all3 
Kourtney Brooke Johnson2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shah F. K h a n 3 
Meagan Marie Lietzke3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Patrick David M cK ay3 
Cum Laude 
Andrew J. Nemecek2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Joseph Henry O ffe r3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Justin McKenzie P fau3 
Christopher L. Pratt3 
Cum Laude
Sydney Michelle Q ualls3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Charles Cyril Crossed Rieck3 
Cum Laude 
Macklyn Archer S cott2 
Charles A. Sneddon 1 
Daniel Wayne S to ne3 
Cum Laude
Mary Kathleen Sullivan2 
Benjamin Gregory T hom son3 
Monte Keoua W h ite3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Samuel Chase W ilson3 
Native American Studies 
Lauren Ann Selleck3
Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies 





The candidates will be presented by 
John DeBoer, Interim Dean of the 
College of Visual and Performing Arts
MASTER OF ARTS 
Fine Arts
Tammy R. Brewington 4 
Katherine Anne Church 1 
Casey Michelle D a h l1 
Cameron Michael Decker 2 
Mary Risley G re il1 
Ashley D ooley Liberko 4 
Abigail Peers 1
Anne Elizabeth Weber Schick 1 
Kevin B. Schweigert1 
Kelsey Marie Walsh 1
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Art
Jesse Blumenthal3 
Cori E. C rum rine2 
Dean Justice Leeper3 
Casey Mae Schachner3 
Richard Zachary Williams 3 
Anne A . Y oncha3 
Media Arts 
Laura Gabriela L o v o 3 
Am y Clara Shea 2 
Alyson C. S p ery3 
Theatre 
Jennifer Jo  Jones 3
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Music
Justin Elliot Cross 3 
Y u n D in g 3 
Emily Mary Prouty 1 
Cynthia Clabom Stevens2 
Loren Chester Stillman 3
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Art
Leah C. Bianchi2
With a minor in A rt History/Critidsm  
Cum Laude
Karm en Dawn Borchers 1 
With a m inor in A rt History/Criticism 
With a m inor in Media Arts 
Emma Jae B ryant1
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Aspen Elisa Donnelly 2 
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Magna Cum Laude 
Megan Beth Escene2 
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Madelyn Mccall G reen 2 
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Brooke Marie Hartm an4 
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Am y Melissa H eis3 
Cum Laude
Halisia Surya H ubbard3 
Cum Laude
Johanna Dawn Joh n son 3 
Mackenzie Rene Lightfield 3 
Aidan William M ann3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
W ith a minor in Media Arts 
Cum Laude 
A fton  Emily M ielke3 
With a m inor in A rt History/Criticism 
Jessica Sage Mittal-Lohse2 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Magna Cum Laude 
Krystyna Lynne Palmer 2 
Maryellen Rasch-Hall3 
Cum Laude 
Jacqueline M. R eed3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Cum Laude 
Adelle Joy Reissing3 
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Cum Laude 
Robert John Rum m el1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Riley Bennett Sampson 3 
Nakia L. Saw le4
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Cum Laude 
Taylor A. S teen3 
Matthew Giay Tarkalson3 
Emma Grace T h o rp 3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dance
Olivia Rae Pillidge3 
Media Arts 
Rachel Elizabeth Bietry 1 
Cum Laude 
Alyssa Nicole B lank3 
Cum Laude 
Lisa K . B loom 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ferroljane Brown 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Thomas Joseph C lark3 
Delaney Sue Cum m ins3
Alexis L. Framness3 
Katie JoHanna H uot3 
Galen Standish K o o n 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ellen Marie K u eh l3 
Cum Laude
Mackenzie Rene Lightfield3 
Colby Jack Lorch 3
W ith a minor in Business Administration 
Forrest Edward M esserm an2 
Kevin Henry N olan3 
Justin Neil Ras 1
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Melissa Hannah Sm ith3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Laura Catherine Sugiyama3 
Cum Laude 
Jon  Cole Swallow 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kazuya Tomidokoro 2 
Montana L. Troyer 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rhett Luis Trujillo4 
Cum Laude 
Jordan Robert Waldo 3 
Jason Allen Wentworth 1 
Jacob Christian W illiam s3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Music
Alessandra E. Alcala 3 
Cum Laude 
Arthur A. B aker3 
With a minor in Spanish 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shelby Marie B lum 3 
Audrey May D aniel3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew A rthur Gagliardi3 
Gallic Rose Morris 3 
Cum Laude 
Isabel Tulis Q uintero3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Laura Mackenzie R o st1 
W ith a m inor in Psychology 
Joshua Patrick Sm ith3 
Molly Marcena Trindle4 
Cum Laude 
Theatre
Jordyn Olivia Balfourd 1 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Mary-Elizabeth Louise Boespflug3 
Dakota Mai Buerman 2 
Aline Dufflocq W illiams3 
Cum Laude
Marcus Gregory M ilyko3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sam Thomas O r r 3
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Nathaniel James Solberg3 
With a minor in Film Studies 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Robert Anthony Williams 3 
Patrick John Yoder 4
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Art
Mattie Linnea A m sden3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Abigail Jane French1 
Hannah Michael H arvey5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Patricia Ann H uff 3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
With a minor in Irish Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Padyn Shawn H umble2 
Cum Laude 
Kyla Marie K o zo le3 
Cum Laude
Alasdair Campbell L yon3 
Cum Laude 
Andrea Ilse M orawic3 
Raeana O ’M yer2
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Kelly Mariah Seitz3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Summa Cum Laude 
Marsha K . Stew art3 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Summa Cum Laude 
Danielle Dee Turner3 
W ith a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Marijka S. Van Buren D evivier2 
With a minor in A rt History/Criticism 
Dance
Katie C. Conrad3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Logan W  Prichard3 
Charles August W isem an2 
Media Arts 
Katherine Anne A yers3 
Abigail Louise B en o3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Quintin L. Bruderer5 
With a minor in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Connor Benjamin C ase2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Daniel Anderson C ook 2 
Sarah Elizabeth D avis3 
Cum Laude
David Stone D eavours2 
Cum Laude
Jethro Hubbell F isher3 
Hayley Rae G o o d in 3 
Cum Laude 
Daine Dirk G o stas3 
Garrett D arrow G redell2 
Emily Annabelle G riff in 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kyle A. Gustafson 2 
Keaton P. H abeck5 
Cum Laude 
John William H ooks3 
Cum Laude
Shawn Patrick K earney3 
Cum Laude 
Liuyan Liu 2 
Tobin Michael L on g3 
Marcus Gregory M ilyko3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Micah C. Pengilly3 
Cum Laude 
Ryan A rthur Schm itz2 
Cum Laude 
Sierra Nicole Shaw 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Christoffer Louis Sommerfeld 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lynne A . Spears 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ryan Daniel S tipe3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gabrielle Christina Tusberg 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley A nn U n ru h 3 
Magna Cum Laude
Theatre
McKenna Renee B arney3 
Kamlin Eagle Feather C o x 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Curen C. Felidani3 
Mercedes Lynn Framness3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tristen Ray H ollist3 
Cum Laude 
Jenna L. Lockm an3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cole N. Milligan 2 
Kira E. M ills3 
Alexander G. Schofield3 
Treyson Andrew Sherk3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Morgan Faith Solonar 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hudson J. Therriault3 
Cum Laude 




Hannah Joy Bondurant2 
Cum Laude 
Alexis S. C arrier3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kelaiah Jean H orat3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Holly Elizabeth Jacobs2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bethany Ann Ordiniza 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Annmarie K ay Ori 1 
Jackson Lee Pepion 1 
Cum Laude 
Turner James S choer1 
Ross Michael Strauser3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Britta Thomas 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Molly Marcena Trindle4 
Cum Laude 
Claire W ang3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew Marcelo W ellert1 
Beau Zachary Yamasaki5 
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Music
Hannah Joy Bondurant2 
Cum Laude
Nicole Christine Evans2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Heather Rebecca Fantino3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dylan Gino Francesconis 
Haydn James Halsted2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Scott Michael Hamilton2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Samuel James Harder 2 
Cum Laude 
Melina Christine Jo re 2 
Cum Laude
Matthew Todd K rantz2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Bethany Ann Ordiniza2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Haley Elizabeth Owens 1 
Haley Marie Shrinarine5 
Rebecca L. Speranza5 
Summa Cum Laude 
Morgan Shea Spoja2 




The candidates will be presented by 
Denise Dowling,
Interim Dean of the School of Journalism
MASTER OF ARTS 
Environmental Science and 
Natural Resource 
Beau E. Baker 1 
Suzanne Marie D ow ning3 
Heather Noelle Fraley2 
Amelia Hagen-Dillon3 
Mikensi Rae Romersa3 
Maxine M. Speier3 
Samantha Rae W eber3
BA IN JOURNALISM  
Journalism 
Zachary Scott A llen 3 
With a minor in Theatre 
Sachithra Mahendri A m o 2 
Ian E. Baldessari 1 
Heide M. B orgonovo3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rosemary Jane Buffington 3 
Nick James Patrick Callahan1 
Henry R, Chisholm 3 
Katherine Marie C ier2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Anna Rose Costain3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Hayden Patrick Costello 3 
Andrew Cox-Koulman 1 
Chelsea Rose Culp 2 
W ith a minor in Media Arts 
Laura J. D aw son3
With a minor in African-American Studies 
Meredith Helen D eM arois2 
Rikld Maria-Lynn D evlin2 
Andrea Elaine Dobbins 3 
Margaret Norell Dresser 2 
Isaiah Christian Dunk 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel Steven Ennis3 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
David Alexander E vans4 
Autumn Tara Fraser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Laura M. Freeman3 
Hope Alexis Freier3 
With a minor in Political Science 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gabriela Bruin Friedlander2
Mari Lee H all1 
With a minor in English 
With a minor in Spanish 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ashley Jean Hawthorne 2 
Lauren Elizabeth Heiser3 
Kiana C. Hohman3 
Cum Laude
Halisia Surya Hubbard3 
Cum Laude 
April M. Hummel3 
Elias Zachary Imadali3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Justin Ryan Jackson3 
Coleman R. Katen 2 
Hannah Dennehy Kearse3 
Rebecca Anne K eith3 
With a minor in Astronomy 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Christian Callahan Kiemele 1 
Cum Laude 
Reed Mitchell K lass3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Galen Standish Koon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Carl George Kulper3 
Cum Laude 
Eric C. Lindblad 3 
Melissa Rose Loveridge 3 
Julieta Magnuson2 
Tenison Grant Mathews 3 
Flint Logan McColgan 2 
Raven Marie McMurry 3 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Clare Mae Menahan 1 
With a minor in French 
Cum Laude
Katherine Elaine M iller3 
Matthew Albert Neuman3 
Cum Laude 
Ryan O’Connell2 
Caitlyn Kusum Patel3 
Callahan Taylor Peel3 
Cum Laude
Timothy Samuel Pierce3 
Shaylee D. Ragar3 
With a minor in Spanish 
Cum Laude
Winter Braden Ramos3 
Skylar Nicole Rispens3 
Emily Grace Schabacker3 
Cum Laude 
Jessica Hazel Sheldahl3 
With a minor in African-American Studies 
M chael C. Siebert1 
Cum Laude 
Savannah Mae Sletten3 
Magna Cum Laude
Caitlin Shea Soltesz3 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Cum Laude 
Dominik Stallings3 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Wayne Ryan Stevenson 2 
Alina Margaret Sturgess 2 
Juliana F. Sukut3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Keith Richard Szudarski3 
With a minor in Film Studies 
Cum Laude
Gabrielle Marie Tolliver1 
Katharine Louise W ade3 
Rebekah Dee Welch 2 
Natasha Diana Woodworth 1 
With a minor in Media Arts
MISSOULA
COLLEGE
The candidates w ill be presented by
Tom Gallagher, Associate Dean o f M issoula College
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
General AA
Brianna R. Abrahamsen 3 
Jacob Michael Albright2 
Saundra L. Am sden2 
Cum Laude 
Mariah Janelle A ncell3 
Cassidy Anne Anderson 4 
Cum Laude
Jennifer Criss Armstrong 3 
Jami Lorraine Atdebeiger3 
Kristy Lee Augare3 
Katie Marie Ballweber3 
Jaya A. Banks3 
Briane Marie Batey3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michael Troy Beaver3 
Chassidy Danielle Bechtold 3 
Cum Laude
Taylor Jackson Beighle 4 
Kendra Danielle Beltran2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brittney Kayanna Bergren 2 
Cum Laude
Lyndsy Roxanne Birchmier 3 
Caleb Philemon Bonny 2 
Mary Anne Borris-Pepion 1 
DanikaJ. Bosch-Greer4 
Summa Cum Laude 
Derek Michael Bouman4 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rachael Rose Bowe3
Reid Kenneth Broadhurst3 
Kathryn N. Broniste3 
Kristina J. Buffham 3 
Madison E. Bunten2 
William Jay Buzzell3 
Rhonda Faith Byrnes3 
Isabel Whitney Camara3 
Vincent Eugene Capece 1 
Cum Laude 
Sydney Jane Castor3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sarah May Napua Chandler3 
Brenna Ann Clarke3 
Elizabeth Rose Cooney3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kaileb Floyd C oyne3 
Cathy Lynn C ro ft3 
Shenoah Rain Curley W ildshoe3 
Cum Laude
Antranik Sudad D aoud3 
Owen Andrew D arrow 3 
Andrew Ryan D a y1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hugues W ilia m  De Pingon3 
Rachel L. D evine3 
Cum Laude
Shanna Christine D evore2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dina Stepanovna D ifo rt2 
Isaac Wesley D ixon2 
Danielle Fuhan D odge5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Melissa Myree D ow dy3 
Clayton Wells D utton3 
Sarah Abigail Ekkelboom 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ambria Nicole Elliott4 
Jennifer Lynn Equatore3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rhiannon Jo  E rw in3 
Cheyenne Cree Estrada5 
Hailey Miranda F ink5 
Fallon Sahara Flynn 4 
Johnna Michelle Frisbie4 
Nathan Robert Fuge3 
Brandon Thomas Fulbrook2 
Cum Laude
Daniel Everett Stephen G abriel3 
Ayme G am boa2 
Makayla Marie Gandara3 
Vincent Errol George 1 
Sam Glassy 2 
Cameron Scott G om ke3 
Cum Laude 
Shelley Erin G rados2 
Cum Laude 
Mary E. G r a f f3
Carrie Anne G ree r2 
Cum Laude
Cale Dennis G uenther3 
Nathaniel Scott Hagen2 
Kayla R. H all3 
Landon Chase Hansen3 
Kaden Mackenzie H arrison2 
Cain Michael H artz3 
Zoe Rachel Hayes5 
Samantha H ege2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lauren Elizabeth H eiser3 
Logan Patrick Hensley3 
Andrew Veldon H om uth3 
Kaitlin Mary H oopes3 
Sarah Allison H uffm an2 
Jordan L. H unter1 
Daniel Allan Jessop3 
Catherine Elizabeth Johnson3 
Kristina Faith Johnson3 
Marie L. Johnson2 
Cum Laude 
Lane Anthony Jo n es4 
Ariel Lyn Joseph 2
Liudmila Alecksandrovna Karaseva3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Keith Carl K eenen3 
Chelsea Marie Keys 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Colleen Lorraine Knutson 2 
Christine Louise K ochel3 
Klaire Anne K ram er1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hannah Christina K ubert3 
Angela Marie K um m er3 
Kayla Michele Larsen3 
Myrisa J. Laufenbetg3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dustin John Lawson3 




Magna Cum Laude 
Am ber L. L ow e3 
Charles Jedediah Luther3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lexis M. L yle3 
Keri Leeann M aart1 
Jessica T. M ai4 
Darren Lucas M arks3 
Sharalyn K ay M atson4 
Tess Colleen M att2 
Ashley Lauren M cAdam s3 
Cum Laude
Kelly Kathleen M cCarthy1 
Cum Laude
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Barbara I. McCrorey 3 
Cum Laude 
James B. M cLean3 
Toth Julian M endius2 
Ashley B. M iller5 
Clara Cathrine M oisey5 
Samantha Nicole M o ore5 
Alyssa Leigh M orris3 
Garrett Paul M usso3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Grace Helen N eal2 
Cum Laude
Stephanie Suzanne N ovak3 
Cum Laude 
Sara Ann O lson3 
Cammie Lynn Pablo3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kapuaokamaka H. Paiaina 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Craig William Patera 2 
Cum Laude
Myles Benjamin Pearsall3 
Jack Michael P erry3 
Meagan Marguerite Pezeshkian3 
Sarah Allice Phelps 3 
Jana Lee R afferty3 
Austin Michael James Ray 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Nicolas Ray Ream 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Noah Henry Reich3 
Katherine Hyun-Ah Rosen3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Vincent Ezra R upnow3 
Megan F. Ryan3 
Chase Scott Sackey3 
Amanda Janelle Salle3 
Cum Laude
Matthew Leigh Sanner3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kody Lynn Schaefer 2 
Jacalyn Carla Schaff 2 
Kaylee Lynn Schlesinger-Strombo3 
Kevin James Schueller 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jordan Sheri Schwab 1 
Ashley Rachelle Shoemaker2 
Cum Laude 
Sophia Diana Shrom 3 
Cum Laude 
Karlee M. Sim onson2 
Adisson J. Sm ith2 
Cum Laude 
Jada N. Sm ith3 
Cum Laude 
Carlos Soberanis4 
Jordann Dawn S o fil2
Matthew Kristofer Sorensen 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Shelbi Mae S t  G oddard3 
Danielle Irene Standley2 
Cum Laude
Chantelle Bryanne Stanhope5 
Cum Laude 
Jessica Sharree Starkel2 
Nicole M. Steinhoff 1 
Marsha K . Stew art3 
Summa Cum Laude 
James Patrick Szab o3 
Elizabeth Claire Taillon-Rogosienksi3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Juanita R. Tallman 1 
Ethan Giu Tarkalson3 
Toukashia Matthew Thao 3 
Naomi Adelle Tharp 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mikayla A. T hom as3 
Reed Michael Traynor3 
Montana L. Troyer 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tyler Micheal T urco3 
E m ilyT yra3
Warren Wyman V ern on 3 
Dempsey H. V ick 3 
Lydia Anna V osburg1 
Shawnalee Marie Voyles 2 
Weston William Waldbillig3 
Jodi Suzianne W aliser3 
Tabitha Kai W alker3 
Jiwen Wang 2 
Meredith Elizabeth W eb b 4 
Cum Laude 
Trevor Charles Weeks 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mariah A . W elch3 
Jana Faith W h eaton 3 
Cum Laude 
Carli Michelle W h ite2 
Nydea Myiesha W hitney4 
Nathaniel Z. W illiam s3 
Cyra Reann W oehlke1 
Erin Marie W right3 
Karin Angela Z eller4 
Jonathan Noah Z w eig1
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
Registered Nursing 
David Richard A lle n 5 
Cum Laude 
Emily Anne A nspach2 
Gabrielle June B ierer3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Samantha Lee Bouldin 2 
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Jo  Bradley 2 
Cum Laude
Simona Carol Alicia C abello3 
Anne Marie Capovani2 
Gina Marie C ore2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jenna Elyse D onovan2 
Cum Laude 
Julie Darlene Duncan3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Melissa Valerie Earhart3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kayla Marie Flegel3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Morgan Ann Glueckert2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lara Ellen G ro ver3 
Cum Laude 
Andrew Joseph H ape2 
Cum Laude
Whitney Raye H arrison5 
Kassia Beth H erbert3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elena Ann Hesse3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Deianeira H ill2 
Cum Laude 
Bo Hokanson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Encka Lynn Hughes5 
Cum Laude 
Rebecca Ranae Johns 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michelle Verlene K elly3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Rachel Nicole Kerech3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lauren Ashley Kingsford 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Megan Mae K laudt3 
Cum Laude 
Jamie Anne K nieper3 
Cum Laude 
Karen Lencke5 
Summa Cum Laude 
Marissa Elise Low es3 
Jessica Jean M ahr2 
Janessa Renee M cDonough5 
Cum Laude
Shathena Bryanne M eeder2 
Tasha Caidyn N ieh off2 
Cum Laude
Michele Rene N oonan2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sophia K. Reynoso3 
Cum Laude
Audrey Rose Rohlman2 
Dianna Lea Skow 5 
Cum Laude
Erica R. Slown 5 
Cum Laude
Wesley Worthen St Jo h n 5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kathryn Elizabeth Sughrue2 
Cum Laude 
Samantha Ann W ells3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sheila Lynne W haley3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley Dawn Wissenbach3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sally Ann Yates2 
Summa Cum Laude
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Accounting Technology 
Katharine Christine Ballew 2 
Tanner S. Blankere3 
Tobin Thelen B lom e3 
Conner Mckenzie F ost3 
Janice Cynthia G oldsby2 
Cum Laude
LaChele Margaret Hollensteiner3 
Cum Laude
Donna Alene Managhan2 
Kayley Morgan O lean3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Betsy Jean Ratder3 
Cum Laude 
David Bryson Sm all5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Amanda J. Sm ith3 
Cum Laude 
Heather Nichole Sne ll1 
Carlos Soberanis2 
Preston Lee S tro h 3 
Jonathan Harry Vivas 1 
Administrative Management 
Daneille Irene Andersen3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew Nicholas G o ger3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Megan Mariah Gountanis 2 
Camile Marie K u rtz2 
Magna Cum Laude
Diesel Technology 
Tanner J. Brady3 
Adam Charles Carattini3 
Matthew Jonathan D river3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jesse Grant Forster3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Koral Halperin3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tristin James H arm an3 
Magna Cum Laude
Aidane Elizabeth Hibala3 
Cum Laude 
Gabriel Liam H upp3 
Cum Laude 
Kodi Michael K em p 3 
Peter George K otula3 
Colton A. L ow ry3 
Brandon J. M cCaffree3 
Michael Anthony M o ore3 
Cum Laude 
Justin S. Peterson3 
Cum Laude 
Bryce H. Sm ith3 
Cum Laude 
Bryce Taylor Thom as3 
Wyett Duane W ippert1 
Energy Technology 
Zachariah Penn Froehlich1 
Cum Laude
Food Service Management 
Barbara D. Brand3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tara Ann E m ery3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Celia Marie H oneycutt3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Caitlin K. Kim erly3 
Lindsey Allison M ason1 
Cum Laude 
Erin M. M cCall4 
Summa Cum Laude 
Heather Lynn Steinhauer1 
Hospitality Management 
Caleb Anthony G laser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tiffanie Lyn Sayler3 
information Technology 
Samuel Clayton Bartsch3 
Summa Cum Laude 
William Sean Behunin 1 
Tyler Rene C hipot1 
Kirkland James Conner 2 
Jack Clifton Cummings 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Justin David D utra3 
Catrina Marie Heberle3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brian Anthony Jackson 1 
Cum Laude 
Lilija P. Kirichenko3 
Austin Michael-Robert M artinez3 
Nathan Michael Randy Meidinger3 
Nathan Malakhi M unnell3 
Brandon L. N orton2 
Kristopher James Paschal3 
Summa Cum Laude
Joshua Caleb Pezzullo 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kyle Dustin S ikes3 
Nicholas Andrew Stroh 4 
Kyle Evan Swanson3 
Cum Laude 
Walter Rydell W att4 
Kevin Michael Webb 3 
Cum Laude 
John Patrick Williams 3 
Medical Assisting 
Matthew Thomas Basque3 
Martha TessaMarie B eaum ont3 
Kaila C. Bellam y3 
Christon D orothy G rm o ljez3 
Kristina Faith Johnson 3 
Terra K . L e i3 
Cum Laude 
John Ryan Wasem 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Erin Marie W right3 
Management 
Charles Edward Brower 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Benjamin Paul C orey3 
Daniel James Curtiss3 
Amanda Jean Lindsley 2 
Christin Eileen McNees 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erik Andreas Pschem ig3 
Mikyla Rose Som erlott3 
Cum Laude 
Gregory James W h ite3 
Medical Information Technology 
K ari Lynn A ndrew s4 
Laura Lynn B ird 1 
Ashley Maire B laylock1 
Am ber Wynette B ow den2 
Cum Laude 
Ryan James B ow den2 
Cum Laude
Jennifer Michelle B ro w n 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Karsten Norine Cam pbell1 
Megan Rose Christianson3 
Tabbatha Lynn Croft 1 
Jami Jean D anczyk1 
Cum Laude 
Jaimie Amanda E lser3 
Claire Elise K u rtz 3 
Cum Laude 
Heather Heiser Pate3 
Cum Laude 
Tara Lynn Tatsey 3 
Troy Lynn Wilson 1
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Paralegal Studies 
Hayiey Georgine Austin3 
Joshua Charles Backer2 
Tyler Brandy Marie C laffey2 
John Kevin D ollar2 
Jennifer Jean Ellsworth 1 
Juyeon L yu 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Chelsie Sierra Nelson 1 
Shelley Ann Pickett3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Matthew Alexander Stokes3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shelbi R. Sullivan 2 
Radiologic Technology 
Kelly Christine A dam s3 
Cum Laude 
Holly Nicole C ahoon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kariie Jayde Calloway3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sydney Jane Castor 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Carissa Jennifer D unne3 
Cum Laude 
Kallie Paige E lliott3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Geoffrey Phillip Fehr3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Robbi Sue Leibenguth3 
Courtney P. Lindskog 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bailey Jo  M cwhorter3 
Cum Laude 
Curtis Allen Thom as3 
Brian Lee W alker3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Paige Marie W ickum 3 
Cum Laude 
Respiratory Care 
Vincent Joshua A rao s2 
Rhonda Faith Byrnes 2 
John Pullen D erenzy2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Allison Rae Fullerton 2 
Cum Laude
Noah Robert Landgraf2 
Megan Mykal Moe 2 
Denielle Lynn Poling2 
Cum Laude
Sustainable Construction Technology 
Nolee Claire Anderson 1 
Cum Laude
Logan McKenzie Ferda3 
Cum Laude 
Austin Brandt Flynn3 
Cum Laude
Joseph Miguel Frank 2 
Alec G. Housholder3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Scott R. Isaacs3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Thomas M. Jensen3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Colton Cruz Last S tar3 
Sarah Ann Phillips3 
Cum Laude 
John Ballinger R oss3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chase Austin Smith 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dustin K . Stepper3 
Thomas Boyd VanAntwerp3 
Cum Laude 
Kent Andrew W ulf 1 
Cum Laude
Surgical Technology 
Callie Marie A llen 3 
Jake Russell A nders3 
Cum Laude 
Courtney Bawden3 
Alberta R. D ean3 
Cum Laude 
Kendra J. Hawkes 3 
Allie Malee Ligas3 
Ashley Nicole Marthaller3 
Magna Cum Laude 
W illiam Neil Mikulic3 
Cum Laude 
Miki Lynn M iller3 
Corbin James O sterh o ff3 
Danielle Rose Pace3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tess Maye Porch3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dawn Marie Ripplinger3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rebecca R. Schneider3 
Elizabeth Kathleen Sheedy3 
Molly Marie V idm ar3 
Cum Laude
Katie Mischelle Marie V ulk3 
Jana Faith W heaton3 
Cum Laude 
Jason William W h ite3 
Ashley W ickens3 
Maricel G. W iesner3 
Welding Technology 
Nicholas Carbonell1 
Dylan C. Evans2 
Travis James L ong2 
Joshua Eugene M ize3 
Alicia Rose Pape3 
Christian Pluid3
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Trent Brandon R um m el1 
Stephen Paul Schwartz 3 
Jon David Stillman 3 
Cum Laude 
Arthur Eugene Sykes3 
Cum Laude
Amanda Marie W arner3 
Dana Margaret W ilhm -H olton3 
Magna Cum Laude
Certificate of Applied Science 
Business Media Design 
Daneille Irene A ndersen2 
Cum Laude 
Cali Quinn H arrison3 
Kathrine Anne Lyon 1
Computer Aided Design 
Timothy Allan England3 
Cum Laude
Kevin James Schueller 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nicholas Andrew S tro h 3 
Garrett James Tucker3 
Richard Lane W ebster3 
Cum Laude
Carpentry 
Austin Brandt F lynn3 
Cum Laude 
Colton Cruz Last S ta r3 
Collin Paul Perrone3 
Kent Andrew W ulf 1 
Cum Laude
Computer Support 
Samuel Clayton Bartsch 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Charles Alexander Bondurant3 
Caleb Philemon Bonny 3 
Justin David D utra3 
Anthony James Fasso3 
Catrina Marie Heberle 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Austin James K ob uri2 
Jason Holland Langford3 
Kristopher James Paschal1 
Summa Cum Laude 
David William Stephenson3 
Kevin Michael Webb 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
John Patrick Williams 1
Construction Management
Austin Brandt F lynn3 
Cum Laude
Culinary Arts 
Barbara D. B rand3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew Ellsworth3 
Tara Ann E m ery3 
Summa Cum Laude
Warren Granville Gehring3 
Celia Marie Honeycutt3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Caitlin K. K im edy3 
Nina Michelle Lund 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Heather Lynn Steinhauer1 
Customer Relations 
Daneille Irene Andersen2 
Cum Laude
Caleb Anthony G laser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Marilyn Christine Lembo 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kaela Jeanette R ideout1 
Electronics Technology 
Levi Broderick Z ell3 
Cum Laude
Energy Technology 
Zachariah Penn Froehlich 1 
Cum Laude
Facility Management 
Logan McKenzie Ferda3 
Cum Laude 
Austin Brandt F lynn 3 
Cum Laude 
Joseph Miguel Frank2 
Scott R. Isaacs3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Thomas M. Jensen 3 
Summa Cum Laude
Heavy Equipment Operation 
Nicholas John Beiler3 
Cum Laude 
Kate Valeria Beyer 3 
Boone Douglas D ugan3 
Jesse Grant Forster3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Evan Vincent H all3 
Morgan R. H ill3 
Lane T. K elly3 
Andrew Tyler Monson 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Christopher J. Yellowhorse 3 
Jarvis J. Yellowrobe3 
Hospitality Management 
Alan Clay Logsdon3 
Shelbie Ann W hite3 
Medical Reception 
Mardia TessaMarie Beaumont3 
Kaila C. Bellam y3 
Megan Rose Christianson 3 
Holly Sue C lark3 
Cum Laude
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Caleb Anthony G laser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Christon Dorothy G rm oljez3 
Kristina Faith Johnson3 
Claire Elise K u rtz 3 
Cum Laude 
Terra K. L e i3 
Cum Laude
Tabitha Nichole McElwain5 
Erin Marie W right3 
Precision Machine Technology 
Mark Dmitriovich Andrusevich3 
Brady William C o p e3 
Michael Lee Ireland B elport3 
Monte Ishler3 
Devin Wallace M cCam ant1 
Cum Laude
Christopher David M cCue3 
Mack William M cPherson1 
Tswj Xwm Koucherpao M oua3 
Austin Michael T eel3 
Sales and Marketing 
Daniel James Curtiss3 
Erik Andreas Pschemig3 
Jana Lee R afferty4 
Trida Diane Stevens 2 
Gregory James W h ite3 
Welding Technology 
Charles Donald B ruce3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nathaniel David D o ll3 
Cum Laude 
Jacob Noah H opson3 
Cum Laude
Jordan Scott Hutchings 3 
Cum Laude
Amanda Marie W arner3
CERTIFICATE TECHNICAL STUDIES 
Construction Helper 
Nolee Claire Anderson 1 
Cum Laude 
Austin Brandt F lynn3 
Cum Laude 
Collin Paul Perrone3 
Kent Andrew W ulf 1 
Cum Laude 
Cybersecurity
Caleb Philemon Bonny 2 
Justin David D utra3 
Kerry Alexander Edwards 1 
Nikki L. Gabrielsen3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lilija P. Kirichenko3 
Austin James K ob uri2
Austin Britt Lindsay3 
Easton Patrick M cGreevey3 
Matthew Clark Sedgwick3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Zachary Joseph W illiams3
Green Building 
Austin Brandt F lynn3 
Cum Laude 
Alec G. H ousholder3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Scott R. Isaacs3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Thomas M. Jensen3 
Summa Cum Laude 
John Ballinger R oss3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dustin K . Stepper3 
Thomas Boyd VanAntwerp3 
Cum Laude
Medical Claims Specialist 
Holly Sue C lark3 
Cum Laude
Kristina Faith Joh n son 3 
Heather Heiser Pate3 
Cum Laude
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 
Computer Support 
Luke Anthony Burkhart3 
Computed Tomography 
Holly Nicole C ahoon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sydney Jane C astor3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kallie Paige E lliott3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Geof&ey Phillip F ehr3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dinah Lili Kashirets 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Courtney P. Lindskog3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bailey Jo  M cw horter3 
Cum Laude 
Alexandra Anne Pluid2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brian Lee W alker3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Paige Marie W ickum 3 
Cum Laude
HVAC Technician
Matthew E. Farro 1
Sustainable Construction Technology 




“  AFTERNOON CEREMONY
• GRADUATE SCHOOL
• COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND 
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
• PHYLLIS J. WASHINGTON COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES
• W.A. FRANKE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION
• COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
• MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
GRADUATE
SCHOOL
The candidates will be presented by 
Scott Whittenburg,
Dean of the Graduate School and
Vice President for Research and Creative Scholarship
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Counselor Education 
Ariel Heather Goodman 3
Dissertation: Saving Face:The Experience and Process o f Impression 
Management in Supervision 
Maegan Renea Ridesatthedoor3 
Dissertation: The Exploration O f Clinicians ’ Lived Experiences In 
Culturally Adapting Empirically Supported Treatments Eor Am eri­
can Indian A nd A laska Native Populations
International Education Leader
X in B u 3
Disseration: Western Faculty Members’ Cross-border Lived 
Experiences: A  Phenomenological Study 
Suhan C hen 3
Dissertation: The Effectiveness o f Online Vs. Face-to-face Instruction 
in Mandarin Chinese languages Courses in Montana High Schools
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biomedical Sciences 
Kevin Lewis T rout3 
Joachim Gwenn Stephan V e it3 
Dissertation: Characterisation o f Novel CYP26B1-Selective Inhibi­
tor, D X 314, in Reconstructed Human Epidermis
Materials Science
Erik R. Johnston 2





Sascha Christian Stump 2 
Tahereh Ziglari 4
DOCTOR O F PHILOSOPHY
Forest & Conservation Sciences 
Christopher A . Arm atas 3 
Rajiv Bhartari3
D issertation: M ass tourism  in  a conservation landscape: The transfor­
m ation o f  spaa  in  C orbett T iger Reserve, India 
Christopher J. M o ran 3 
Erin Kathleen N oonan-W right3 
D issertation: The C haracterisation o f  W ildfire Risk in  th e U nited 
S tates from  System atic O perational Risk A ssessm ents: 2010-2017
Forestry
Zachary H. Hoylman 2 
Colin Taylor Maher 2 
Eryn Elizabeth Schneider3 
D issertation: Pattern-process linkages in  fo rested  ecosystem s
Fish and Wildlife Biology 
Charles Raymond Henderson 3 
D issertation: O ptim ising The U se O f W ildlife M onitoring R esources 
W illia m  Michael Janousek 2 
Tshewang Rigzin W angchuk3 
Marketa Z im ova3
D issertation: A daptive Capacity to Camouflage M ismatch
Systems Ecology 
Mingzhu H e 2 
Caleb G. P an 2
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Education Leadership
Dianne Marie B urke3
Education Leadership-External
Theresa Ann Petersen3
’Sum m er 2018 2A utum n2018 3Spring2019 




PROFESSIONS AND BIOMEDICAL 
SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by 
Reed Humphrey,
Dean of the College of Health Professions 
and Biomedical Sciences
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY 
Pharmacy 
Charles Lee A dam s3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Vivienne Elise A key3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brett Charles A m estoy3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kevin L. A m estoy3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashton J. B eck3 
Cum Laude
Brandi Amanda Mae B erg3 
Keats D. Bovard 3 
Cum Laude 
Emily Ann Brennan3 
Cum Laude
Alexander Vladimirovich Chinikaylo3 
Roman Mikhaylovich Chinikaylo3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Carsen Corin C olbert3 
Paige Marie Collick 3 
Cum Laude 
Dalton Joseph C o o k 3 
Cum Laude
Amanda Annette Cooney3 
Taylor Jordan Fisk3 
Angela Pearl Plaida F usco3 
Michaela Marie G ieser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Allison E. G lass3 
Jordan Tonjum H aas3 
Cum Laude 
Amber M. Hatcher3 
Megan C. Heitstuman3 
Cum Laude 
Ashley Kaye Holmes3 
Nathan Michael Jew ett3 
Derek Neuman Johnston3 
Cum Laude 
Graeson Boyd K eisel3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Phuoc N. L e 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Morgan Paige Luce3 
Summa Cum Laude
Christopher Jon Ludwig3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cree Charles M aloney3 
Madison Rae M cG uire3 
Marcie L. M iller3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Reece Patrick M iller3 
Cum Laude
Mikayla Danielle M oser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lonnie Michael M urphy3 
Cum Laude
Cameron Kennedy N eiss3 
Cum Laude 
Kaylene Rae N elson3 
Jared S. N ewell3 
Cum Laude 
Casey John N ichols3 
Ping O lso n 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alex Michele Page3 
Lauren Kalle Dahmer Parks 3 
Cum Laude
Shreya Dineshbhai Patel3 
Steven William Pierson3 
Aleesha Porter3 
Cum Laude
Christina Michelle Putnam 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Samuel Martin Riordan3 
Michael Patrick Ryan3 
Tess Michelle Sandefur3 
Cum Laude 
Jacob Hunter Sather3 
Mary Louise Stew art3 
Jessica Marie Stine3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Joshua Mark Teynor3 
Aimee Elizabeth T hornton3 
Kirsten T ryan3 
Cum Laude
Kelly Burnette Umbaugh 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chi Xia V ang3 
Ashley Ruth W atson3 
Kyle Anthony W h ite3 
Kaine Steven Zetterberg3
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Physical Therapy 
Marcelo Fernandez A blaza3 
Ruby Anne Termulo A blaza3 
Christine Joy Adan 1 
Olubanke Dolapo Adeshina2 
Karen Joy Tiu Adigue 3 
Ian Panelo Aguinaldo 1 
Maria Jeanette A lferez2 
Fil Charles Santos A lfon so2
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Joahnna Faye Seno A lm ero 3 
Criselda Villarino A lvarado4 
Gerundio Retes A n ito 2 
Ma Gay Ramirez Anito 2 
Christina Verde Araneta 2 
Molly Lynn A rn d t3
Funsho Thomas Aroniyo-Owohunwa3
Orlando A . Arranguez3
Lorelyn Cajucom A rro yo 3
Zia U r Rehman A s h ra f2
Bernard A uditor4
Edward Mendoza Badillo3
Antonio Garde B aes3
Louie Paul Sarmiento Bagayas 2
Mythili Balasubramaniyan 1
Lisa Marie Ballistrea3
Mimilanie Dayauon B arretto2
Marilou Untalan Barrogo 2
Maria Louise B arton4
Miriam Leah B asye3
Zoe Shin Yen B eh 3
Ann Marie Quimsing Bejem ino2
Sylvia Lariosa Benigay3
Robyn Ruis Berkley 2
Rebecca Claire Berland3
Jenifer Mutia B lanco3
Rumpa Boonsinsukh3




Kaysee Moneak Brinkley 1
Courmey Marie B ruce3
Monika Budacova2
Jackson Mulato Budlong 2
Salvador Iyog B udlong1
Karen Hipolito Cabriana 3




Jennifer Ong Cam acho3
Joan Maureen Cam pbell3
Kieu-Phuong V. C apron3
Arthuro Carizal3
Stephanie Rose C arlson3
Dianne Roselle Zuasula Catolos3
Jessamyn Garcia C ay4
Nithinun Chaikeeree3
Mary Joyce Chalan 1
Karen Michele Charlton4
Siripich Charoensuksiri4
Kevin Kai-Mine C ho i4
Susan Redden C o le4
Kerin Lynn C ook 3
Donna Marie Cressy 3
Nestor Cajes C ruda2
Jennifer Merana Cruz Garcia 3
Jose Andre C ru z3
K aren Anabelle Consul C uesta3
Pamela Georgette C urrie3
Christy Datugan Dagsaan3
Prodyut K um ar Das 4
Neil Del Valle 1
Sheryl Obando delos Reyes3
Aileen Rhoda Espirim D esquitado3
Silva D illiwal2
Angelo Miranda D izo n 3
Sylvia S. D ’Souza4
Michael Mondero D um pit2
D yrly Cerna D y 3
Marichu Eaker 2
Janice Kiunisala E aly3
Thomas Stanley E aton 3
Mark Anthony Anahaw E ntrolezo3
Ferdinand Lao E pres3
Shelby Lynn E rdahl3
Michelle Ann Eslana 2
Marc Steve Padojinog Espanola3
Angeline Madriaga E stoque3
Nina Criselda N. Evangelista3
John Richardson Feder 4
Ruby Dorone Fenn3
K atharine Fraley 1
Thea Baluyut Freid3
Ginger F unk3
Louie Manigbas Gaba 3
Joseph Cuaresma G abay3
Rebecca Rae Gagnon-Pillsbury4
Jogene Kyamko G arces2
Alm a Ayala G arcia3
Princess May G arcia3
Naga Bindu Gazula 4
Liezl G e li3
Francis Ann Rafols Gigante 2 
Dave Christian Uy G o  4 
Karolyn Ann G o 3 
Valerie K ay G o hm an 3 
Samantha G o llu b 3 
Andrea Brogdon G o m ez3 
G opi Krishna G oranda3 
Lynn P. G o ro za3 
Cy Wayne G rim m ett3 
Lisa Marie G u illo ry1 
Veeragopal Gujja 2 
Karthikeyan G uru 4 
Jessica Taylor H alsne3 
Seungyoung H an 4 
Mohamed Sayed Ahm ed H assan2 
G regory Charles Helms 1 
Maria Victoria Taculin H erbolario3 
Joseph Striker H ilpert3 
Dinah Estraza H udson3 
Andrea B. Iv ey1
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Daniel Jack 1 
Pavas Jaiswal1
Ronale Labiscase Jalandoni T haler3
Mar)' Tanya Jardeleza2
Paolo Manuel Garcia Jim enez3
Angela Marie Johnson 1
Kelsey Dawn Johnson3
Mitzi Bell Johnson2
Harshal P. Jo sh i4
Nikhil Josh i4
Bryan Gamit Ju an o2
Sunit K ap o o r3
Anil Karim illa3
Stacy Jill K a tz 3
Marci Claire K neeter3
Rachael Mae K oehler3
Victoria A. Korb-Brown 1
Donna Marie Kowalczyk-Falcone2
Joshua Michael K rantz3
Suma Mariam Kuriakose3
Dolores Pauline Langford 2
John David Large3
Barbara Chloe De Los Reyes Layog2
Daniel Madison Lent-Koop 1
Erin Emilija Lielkoks3







Sharon Lynn M ackey1
Marifel Mae M agno3
Rolando Feliciano Malang4
Daphne Christine Maligaya2
Joseph Robert M aloney4
Rachel Lyn Nieva M alonjao3
Mar)' Michelle M anzon3
Paul A. M arino3
Geoveddy Mercedes M arte4
Christopher Eugene M ason4
Josephine Mata-Yang4
Dahneeleine Sait Maximo 2
Don M cAllister4
Mistie Lea McBride 1
Michelle Jane M cG regor1
Pamela Caballero M endoza3
Jennifer Lynne M iller3
Nancy M iller1
Ramkumar Mohandas3
Chester Velasco Moran 2
Mark Vincent M o ri4






Jamie Louise N evin 1
Ashley Mai N guyen3
Judith Doyola Nicolas Braganza4
Bryan Joel Villanueva N itural3
Michele Anne Nolan 1
Danthea Mae Palmares Oliveros 2
Obalolu Jones Onigbinde 2
Catherine Tarona O rozco2
Maria Cristina Olivares Padilla 2
Jerome Delfin Cagampan Paguyo2
Natasha Mahendrachandra Pandey3
Vincent Paulo Formalejo Panganiban2
Denis Harkantbhai Patel1
Heather Alayne Patterson2









Megan Vogel Q uilid4
Nandita Ramasubramaniam4
Grace R am os3
Anne Y. Recabe 2
Frandsco Tibayan Rednto 2
Douglas Fred Reeves3
Riza Jane Berosa R eladon3
Crystal Ann R eno3
Frenza Maria Repunte 3
Bradfield A. R evelo2
Ferlyn Leynes Rica&ente-Hadaliya 4
Kathryn Joyce R iley3









Michelle Daylo Sam ar4
Manuel Charles Sanchez4
Richell Grace Valdez Sanez2
Holly Parong Santiago4
Tito Durval Santos 1
Truyen Dang Saxonberg4
Magaly Schrdber3
Gloen Baliguat Schuermann 2
Mariah Jordan S cott3
Pia Dora Serrano 3
Vinita Dilipkumar Shah 1
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Sarah Gagalang Sinson 2
Komsak Sinsurin 1
Jimmy S io 3
Akkradate S iriphom 3
Susan Skalba3
Isabella S m ith3





Fritzie Talaroc Sum alo3
Neeraja Punit Suryawanshi1




Larika Mahesh T hakur3
Adam Wilke Theesen 1
Betsy Ann T hom as4
Lindsay Elizabeth T hueson3
Kendra Lynn T hurm an2
Jusette T iczon3
Melody Anne Tirpak 4
Jayson Polintan T iu 3
Thomas J. T osic3
Jarugool Tretriluxana 1
Po Lin T sai1
Federico Tunesi3
Agnes Van de P u t2
Dhanaraj Kum ar Vanarasa3
Dallas Ryan Vanluchene3
Shalimar May Vanquiray3
Sheela Calingasan V eras3
Irene Saloma V illa3
Majhi Marie Villaherm osa2
Sharon May Fabrigar Villareal2
Aubrey Rodriguez V io la 3
Mantana Vongsirinavarat1
Sarah Kate W allace3
Cristy Lynn W ells3
Janine W h ite3
Trida Lee W idenhoefer3
Katherine Suzanne Wilkins 3
David Bernard W olff 3
Jennifer Nicole W ooldridge3
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CERTIFICATE 
Allied Health Administration 
Zia U r Rehman A s h ra f2 
Blesilda Tryll Borero 1 
Nina Criselda N. Evangelista3 
Lumana Jo sep h 3 
Hilde A nne Maagad 3 
Beatrice M erza3 
Jim m y Sio 3 
Federico T unesi3 
Epidemiology 
W inifred A bbott Kessler 3 
Health Sciences Education Leadership 
Carrie A . Chapm an3 
Kathleen A nn  C o o k 3 
Loretta N otley H urtak2 
Lynn Elizabeth K rim m er3 
Kathy A nn  K ulinski2 
Sharon Elizabeth McFadden 2 
Todd Bradley Nierman 2 
Jodi Lee Pfeiffer 2 
Yessenia R o a 3 
Melody Michele Stanhope 2 
Rebecca Jane Stevens 2 
Michael R. W itte 2
Lifestyle Intervention Health 
Randall John  K ru g e r3 
Public Health Administration 
Sierra Farmer 3 
Public Health
Madeleine K oury B arber2 
Sara Grace Boughner 2 
Jason A aron Briggs 1 
Courtney Marie Bruce 2 
Maia Leeann Dickerson 2 
Jace Dyckman 2 
Joseph William E dhlund3 
Jennifer Rae Fladager 2 
Hannah Morgan G roves 2 
Lynette Renee H inshaw-Duford 2 
Nicole Lynn Hungerford 2 
Jennifer D awn K e c k 2 
Bekki Kirsch W eh ner2 
Shannon Rae Koenig 2 
W endy Colleen K ow alski2 
Brittney Marie Krahn 2 
Danielle Susan Daly Lindem an2 
Matthew Raymond Matich 2 
Jana Pearl McPherson-Hauer 2 
Sara Jean M urgel2 
Drenda Jean N iem ann2 
Kathryn Joyce Riley 2 
Cheryl Miller Shearer 2 
Lloyd Clark Snyder 2 




Ian Panelo Aguinaldo 1 
Criselda Villarino Alvarado4 
Molly Lynn A rn d t3
Funsho Thomas Aroniyo-Owohunwa3








Kerin Lynn C ook 3
Nestor Cajes Cruda 2
Jennifer Merana Cruz G arcia3
Pamela Georgette C urrie3
Sheryl Obando delos Reyes3
Katharine Fraley 1
Princess May G arcia3
Francis Ann Rafols Gigante2
Karolyn Ann G o 3
Lisa Marie G uillo ry1
Karthikeyan G u ru 4
Seungyoung H an4
Ronale Labiscase Jalandoni Thaler3
Paolo Manuel Garcia Jim enez3
Angela Marie Johnson 1
Suma Mariam Kuriakose3
Deanna Molina Litao3
Marifel Mae M agno3
Christopher Eugene M ason4
Josephine Mata-Yang4
Chester Velasco Moran 2
Floraliza Avellana N adala3
Darshana N aik1
Reda C. Nicolas 2
Bryan Joel Villanueva Nitural3
Michele Anne Nolan 1
Obalolu Jones Onigbinde2
Catherine Tarona O rozco2





Crystal Ann R eno3
Charo A. Revita2
Marinelli Cortez Rivera 2
Brandy Robinson 1
Pamela Gail Samaniego 2
Richell Grace Valdez Sanez2





Mohamed A uriff Syed Bhava Bahurudeen3 
Marita E. Talag4 
Po Lin T sai1
Dhanaraj Kumar Vanarasa3 
Shalimar May Vanquiray3 
Jartine W h ite3
Jennifer Nicole Wooldridge 3
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Public Health 
Destiny Dawn Anderson3 
Bonnie Rebecca B ishop3 
Cinnamon Rose Crawford 4 
Edith Jane Gillette 2 
Molly Jo  Hale 2 
BaLeigh Marie Harper 2 
Lawrence Jace Killsback4 
Rebekah K in g 1 
Am y Nicole L om m en3 
Jordan A. Marquis3 
Gregory Allen Moon 1 
Heather Louise M urray2 
Am y Susan Royer3 
Hayley Jean W right3
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Pharmaceutical Sciences and Drug Design 
Kelly John McGrath 2 
Trey Michael Patton3 
Toxicology
Rachel Dawn Burmeister3
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Social Work 
Brittany Michelle August3 
Erin Jo  Birdinground 1 
Clair B o p p 3 
Melissa Kay B rooks3 
Ezra Cole Davis 1 
Bethany A. D icken3 
Gaelen DeYoe Engler3 
Kaelee Raelle Ferris3 
Krystle Lynn Gawel-Kulesa3 
Alena Gay G ostnell3 
Megan Goudie3 
Jessica Lynn Greenbaum 3 
Krista Clark Hellem3 
Nichole Regel H eyer3 
Jayme Jean H ill3 
Sarah Elizabeth Hinkle3 
EricaJohnson3 
Aaron James K inyon3 
Ivan M. MacDonald 1 
Dalton Price Mainwaring3 
Elli Marie M atkin3 
Annelise Kwon N erison3 
Johanna Cristol Rydell3
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Timothy J. Schehl3 
Blythe Erin Siebenaller3 
lisa  Marie S irois3 
Alexandra Sugiri3 
Kaila Jo  Tamcke3 
Petra Elizabeth Thysell3 
Jose L. Vasquez3 
Molly Anne W ilkins3 
Jena W illis3
BS IN PHARMACY 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Laura Christine A llen 3 
Cum Laude
Lindsey Dayle Ladouceur3 
Soo Jin L ee3 
Marley J. Tanner3
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Social Work 
Emma C. Adam s3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erika Jo  A llen 1
Donovan Duane Archambault3 
Sydney Paige Austin3 
Cum Laude
Julianna Nicole Bardgett3 
Taylor Maureen Barstad3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kimberly Harriett B row n3 
Valerie S. C ook 5 
Alexandra Ellen C orbett2 
Angela Lin Coyle 4 
Ted Garrett Culp 4 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ellissa Andreen C yr3 
Cum Laude 
Spencer Joshua C zech4 
Rachel Ann Mane D everaux3 
Jennifer E. Dickinson3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Haley Lee Eakin3
With a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kaysha L. Eldred3 
Jacqueline E lm 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Paige Kathryn Fum iss3 
Cum Laude 
McKenna E. Gagner 2 
Cum Laude 
Destiny A. G eer4 
Donna Ann Graham 2 
Cum Laude
Samantha Marie Hackathom2 
With a minor in Gerontology
Selena A. Hallfrisch5
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
With a minor in Psychology 
M arissajoan H am m 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Naomi Dee Hasenyager1 
Cum Laude
Chelsey Nicole Hoshor 3 
Crystal Lynn H unt3 
Cum Laude 
Erick Michael Kahila 1 
Cum Laude 
Rebecca Jenee K allem 3 
Cum Laude 
Olivia A . Kleinsasser3 
Cum Laude 
Katherine Grace K o k 3 
With a m inor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Terrance John LaFrom boise3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cadeyjeanann Lane3 
Phyllis Elaine Lucht5 
Cum Laude 
Angela Sue Lunda3 
Oyatullohi M adud3 
Alice Faye Mainwaring 4 
Britney Lynne M arx3 
Matthew C. M cCarl5 
Summa Cum Laude 
Madison R, Moldenhauer3 
W ith a minor in Gerontology 
Heidi M oreni3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Stacy N. N orberg1 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Riley Patricia O ’D onnell3 
Cum Laude 
Karrie Lynn O ldchief3 
Heather Kelleen O n ion 4 
Melissa K ay Pakas3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sierra Lynne Pannell3 
With a minor in African-American Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elizabeth A nn Peden 1 
Ryce Madison Pierzina2 
With a m inor in Gerontology 
Cum Laude 
Richard Herbert Reed 1 
Martel Clayton R eum 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley Jane Reynolds3 
Betty Rose R ice2 
With a minor in Gerontology 
Alexis Robinson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Patra Michelle Schoonover3 
Summa Cum Laude48
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Ashley Rachelle Shoemaker3 
Cum Laude
Nichole Jean Silverthom e3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Curtis Michael Sivak 4 
Mary Katherine Sorenson2 
Cum Laude 
Nina Renee Soutullo 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Amanda Jean Steichen3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Shyla K . Stevenson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cheyanne Marlena S topo l3 
Iman R. Suleiman2 
Toukashia Matthew T h ao 5 
Haley Samantha Thom pson4 
Summa Cum Laude 
Zaneta Walking Child-Ahenakew3 
With a minor in N onprofit Administration 
Logan Cavitt Ward 1 
Riley Eden Warren 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ariane K ay Lynn Weatherd 1 
Cum Laude
Danyal Kathleen W endt3 
Cum Laude 
Amanda Lee Williams3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Amber Leigh Williamson3 
Hannah Raylene W ilson 1 
Emma Christine W oodring3 
With a minor in Gerontology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mary Lousie Y o der1




The candidates will be presented by
Adrea Lawrence, Interim Dean of the
Phyllis J . Washington College of Education and Human Sciences
MASTER OF ARTS 
Curriculum & Instruction 
Megan Denise H erman2 
Andrea Lynn M ooney3 
Counselor Education 
Brock Christopher Belgarde 2 
Tomiko Carol C ook 3 
Anna Kristine-Larson Davis 3
Paige Elizabeth D evlin3 
Jessica Fetzer3 
Rachel A. Gearheart3 
Nicole Rene G eorge3 
Bridget Heather G ibbons3 
Joy Anne G raham 3 
Tara A . Hays 2 
Anita Jean Hershman3 
Jordan Jeffrey Jo lly3 
Katrina Amanda Marie Josep h 5 
Luke Reginald LeBrun3 
Lauren Diana Leslie2 
Aaron Nicholas Lumpkin 1 
McKenzie Harder Luth 1 
Marcus A . Mayo 2 
Hana Shewamoltot Meshesha4 
Diana Monic N eil3 
Amanda Mae N elson3 
Beatrice Krista Elizabeth Riggs 3 
Leela A. R obert1 
Josh Rude3
Katelyn Mackenzie Scholle 1 
Micall Gabrielle Searles3 
Anthony Berl Shipm an3 
Caitie Farrell S ilvers3 
Emily A. Slusarz3 
Ana Cristina Tomazeli3 
Callie Monroe Woodman 1 
Education 
Kelsey Loreen H oskins3 
Global Youth Development 
Hailey Loucille Hodgkiss3 
Lauren Emilie Mackey2 
Krysta Marie Peterson2 
Anna Louise Thom pson3
Intercultural Youth & Family Development
Kyra Mae Hall2
MASTER OF ATHLETIC TRAINING 
Athletic Training 
Seth Kandler B eal3 
Matthew Steven Buckner3 
Cum Laude 
Ian Thorson D avies3 
Alexandra Lauryn D avis3 
Olivia Lorraine Feller3 
Tiffany Lynn H eeren3 
Christopher Ryan Jo n es3 
Jessica Lynn K elle r3 
Taylor Danielle Manning3 
Conor Morrissey M arlatt3 
Beatrice Elise Pow ers3 
Nate Ronald Schieffert3 
Tayleigh J. Talmadge3 
MaKenna Lee T urk3 
Elly E. W right3
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MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Curriculum & Instruction 
Rachel Marie Atkins 1 
Lucy Katherine Beltz 1 
Jamie Celeste B lixt2 
Melissa Christine B oys3 
Meredith Rose B ritt3 
Skye Marie Bumgarner1 
Elizabeth Greer C lark3 
Warren F. Clark 2 
Nicolas James C om posto3 
Leigh Ann Courville1 
Tanner Jeffrey C urey1 
Whitney L. D uM ont2 
Anna C. Elam 2 
Debbie Bergman Fassnacht3 
Am y Lynn Friez 2 
Michelle Christine Gierke 1 
Tara Leigh G raham 3 
Julie Rebecca Gwinn 2 
Gretchen Marie Harpole 1 
Grace C. H oller3 
Michael Charles Jahnke3 
Shandra Lynn Jessop 2 
Janelle Marie Johnson2 
Kate Lynn Johnson3 
Rose Anne K rieg5 
Kathryn M. Leary3 
David Levine 2 
Lexa Lynn L och3 
Jamie Lofing3 
Marie Coventina MacRae3 
Navin Randall Mahabir 2 
Royce Allen McCarty 1 
Sally McHugh2
With a minor in Theatre Education 
Kimberly Ann Minckler3 
JoAnna Lynn Nelson 1 
Kari Lane O patz3 
Grant Hayden Parker3 
Aurora Diane Pinkey-Drobnis3 
Mariah Lewis Purcell2 
Lindy Lee Racine2 
Calandra Anne Rieger3 
Kathleen Marie R osso2 
Kimberly Michelle Rudolph 1 
Brianna Nichole Saltenberger3 
Kelly L. Shank 2 
Alaina Renee Strehlow 1 
Stormy E. T aylor1 
Nicole Anne Vanek 1 
Karen Marie W aller2 
RJ W im ett3 
Jacob Michael Zeim et3 
Elementary Certification 
Elizabeth Greer C lark3 
Warren F. C lark2
Julie Rebecca G w in n 2 
Grace C. H oller3 
Navin Randall M ahabir2 
Kari Lane O patz3 
Kimberly Michelle Rudolph 1 
Nicole Anne Vanek 1 
RJ W im ett3
Secondary Certification 
Rachel Marie Atkins 1 
Melissa Christine Boys 3 
Nicolas James C om posto3 
Tanner Jeffrey C urey1 
Tara Leigh G raham 3 
Michael Charles Jahnke3 
Shandra Lynn Jessop 2 
Rose Anne K rieg 5 
Marie Coventina M acRae3 
Royce Allen M cC arty1 
Sally McHugh 2 
Grant Hayden Parker3 
Aurora Diane Pinkey-Drobnis3 
Mariah Lewis Purcell2 
Kathleen Marie Rosso 2 
Kelly L. Shank2 
Alaina Renee S treh low 1 
Jacob Michael Z eim et3 
Education Leadership 
Joel A h les3 
Julie Erin Barnwell1 
Sabrina Jean Beed 1 
Nicole Marie Capser3 
Anna D. Deese 2 
Michael James Fisher 1 
Timberly Alteneder K e lly 1 
Heather Eileen L loyd3 
Am ber Lynn M alinak1 
Lindsey Alexandra M cClure3 
Leanne Michaele M cD onough3 
Judy Ann O ’Reilly1 
Duane J. Schlabach 1 
Melissa Jane Schnitzmeier1 
Jamie K ay Standaert3 
International Education Leader 
Haley Baldwin Baldwin1 
Rachel Jean Brouwer 1 
Gregory Ryan Friedman2
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Health & Human Performance 
Isabella Grace Callis3 
Shannon Kelly F lynn3 
Erica Lee Forzley3 
Patrick Ryan Lindecker3 
M aryn L ow ry3 





Dylan Cassidy-Keane Richm ond3 
Krysti J. Standley3 
Amy K. Thompson 1 
Kathryn Grace Stoehr Tiemessen3 
Mitchell Allen W illett3 
Speech Language Pathology 
Amy M. A nderson1 
Maya Zada A nger3 
Alison Rose A rth u n 3 
Katie Ann Barcus-Kuka4 
Brittany Betts 3 
Jessica Rosalyn Cam pbell3 
Angela Mary C onley4 
Ragnhild Ingrid de G raaff S tuart1 
Terese Rachele D eLaney5 
Desiree Marie Fenton3 
Amber Lee Fortier3 
Madeline Hazel G age3 
Claire Terese G raham 3 
Michelle Helena G rb ic3 
John Edward Harrison 3 
Kristyne H ass3 
Amanda Renee H urt3 
Lisa DiAnne K ilsdonk3 
Geneva O ’Malley K lin e3 
Kiley Ann K rem m el3 
Maria Cristina Lam bert3 
Anya Aline L eyhe3 
Savannah Lacy L ovitt3 
Kelsie Kay Maricelli3 
Andrea Leigh Martin Salazar1 
Shannon M arie M attison3 
Susanna Megorden 1 
Kathy Kay M olesh3 
Jennifer Lee M urphy1 
Haley Marie N elson3 
Anna Marie Potuzak4 
Ashlee Lynn Sim m es3 
Dana Lynn S o rg 3 
Samantha Jo  Stasi3 
Elizabeth Stevenson3 
Karly Anne Terrell3 
Rachel Isabella T hom pson3 
Toni Janette-Banks W ehmeyer4 
Lindsay Marie W illiams3 
Morgan Bridger W illiams3 






Sylvia Marie Doyle 1 
Claire Ellen Foley3
Principal Leadership K-12 
Kristina B erger1 
Melissa Marie D eBruycker4 
Christine Hiller-Claridge2 
Lacey Lynn Nevins 2 
Stacia Jepson Vaughn3 
Superintendent Leadership 
Melissa Jane Schnitzmeier1
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Communicative Sciences & Disorders 
Kayli Jo  A ddink1 
Stefanie Leigh Borda-Junco3 
Cum Laude 
Tasha K ae Bradshaw2 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude 
Laura Jane Com elisse3 
With a minor in Spanish 
Summa Cum Laude 
Margot Grace D iffendaffer3 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Emily F loyd3
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Summa Cum Laude 
Caleaha Tierza Rose Fugelseth 1 
With a minor in Gerontology 
Caitlin Nicole Gillespie 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Seneca Jade Glenn 4 
Hannah Noel H ansen2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Paige Nichole Hillman 1 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude 
Cadee M. Johnson 3 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude
Kelsey Diane Joh n son 3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Harley Belle K incheloe3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alyssa Christina K ozlow ski3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lindsey Dawn Lannes3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Abigail Theresa LeClair3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sully Reynold M agee3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude 
Ilatei Paka M akdoh3 
Claire Marie M alany3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Joele Ann M angen3
Christina Grace Marchand 1 
Samantha Jo  M cN eely1 
Cum Laude
Frances Maewood M organ3 
Kaileigh Brianna M oser3 
Cum Laude 
Janis Ruth N elson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Taylor N. Perius 1 
Summa Cum Laude 
Zoa Rose Phillips3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sarah Marie Popp3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Aubrey Danielle Pow ell3 
Cum Laude 
Carley J. S to ne3
With a minor in Communication Studies 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sandra Lea Sw eet3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jeffrey Donald Wigmore 1 
William Robert W yckoff 2 
Magna Cum Laude
BS ATHLETIC TRAINING 
Athletic Training 
Conor Morrissey M arlatt3
BA IN EDUCATION 
Early Childhood Education: P-3 
Madison Elizabeth Grace Christensen3 
Cum Laude 
Erika Paulson H oaby3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kalkster Anne M eagher3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dylan Renee Q uinn3 
Cum Laude
Baylee Schaye Schreder3 
Cum Laude
Stevi Marie Siloti-Raykowski3 
Cum Laude 
Elementary Education 
Sydney Katherine A llen 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Katherine Louise Anderson 2 
Angela Michelle Austin 2 
Cum Laude 
Jessica E. B erry3 
Lindsay Nicole Bixler3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Riley M. B lust5 
Cum Laude 
Jillian Rae Briski3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Codi Jean B ryant3 
Cum Laude
Mackenzie L. Caldwell3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kaidyn Gwen Cam pbell2 
Cum Laude
Abigail Suzanne Carlson 2 
Cum Laude
Hayden Allen C ongdon3 
Emilee Nicole Cooper 5 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mackenzie Taylor C order3 
Samantha Jean C o ry 3 
Sierra Rose Crandell2 
W ith a minor in Dance 
Magna Cum Laude 
Breanna Marie Cuffe 2 
Cum Laude
Alexandra Danielle Dam on  
Cum Laude 
Holly Nicole Davison 2 
Cum Laude 
Andria May D on ovan 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Madeline Rae Em erick2 
Cum Laude 
Jonson J. England3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alexis Julianna F effer3 
Morgan Raquel F rank3 
Cum Laude 
Dayln Bren G erm any2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley Nicole Griffith 2 
Anna Katrina G russling5 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alishka lone G u sk y5 
Cum Laude
Lucas Ewing H aggerty2 
Cum Laude
Ryan Nicholas H am ilton5 
Cum Laude 
Holly May Hansen 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Taylor M. Hansen 2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mariah A . H arvey2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Taylor K athryn H ayes5 
Cum Laude
Brittnie Marie H effner5 
Catherine Marie Henderson 
Sadie McCall Hirshberg2 
Kendra Carol H ix3 
Cum Laude 
Kourtney May H olten3 
Thomas J. H ouska3 
Sierra Rose Ireland3 
Cum Laude 
Brandon Iverson2 
Hannah Shae Ju d en 3
Mariah Anne K elley3 
Alison Faith K ilgore2 
Cum Laude
Amanda Michelle Knudson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Emily Anne Larson3 
Cum Laude
Kristin Michelle Lawson3 
Cum Laude
Anna Mikhailovna Lemeza3 
James R. Lucas5 
Cum Laude 
Nicole Marie Luhrs3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Nicole B. Luloff 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Paul Anthony Marchello 2 
Cum Laude
Kelsie Faith M cCafferty3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Shaine Elly M cM ahon5 
Madison Elizabeth M iller5 
Jenna R. N ile3 
Cum Laude 
Cadi Marie O ’B rien2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Samantha May O r r 5 
Cum Laude
Bryan Nicholas Painter3 
Cum Laude 
Selah Jean Pesanti3 
Cum Laude 
Hannah Marie Potter5 
Cum Laude 
Madison M. Ravarino3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Secora Rose Richardson3 
Cum Laude
Katharine Tess Sandvick 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Grade Lynn Sartori3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jessica Rae Schermerhorn3 
Cum Laude
Baylee Schaye Schreder3 
Cum Laude 
Sydni A. Shea5 
Cum Laude
Bayiie Marie Skawinski3 
Cum Laude 
Cassidy Hope Sm ith3
With a minor in Early Childhood Education 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hayley Ann Springer3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Addison Bree Stapleton2 
Nikol Hali Stirling2 
Cum Laude
Morgan Kennedy Sulser2 
Cum Laude
Ayla Grace Taasevigen3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Corinne Fleury Taney3 
Cum Laude 
Hiromasa Taniguchi2 
Garland Todd Thayer3 
Cum Laude
Merideth Jordan T obol2 
Cum Laude
ElizabethLouise Courtney Vance-Kaye3 
Joshua James V ierzba3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Connor J. W helan3 
Sherina H. W hitford 2 
Cum Laude 
Grace A . W illiams3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Whitney Jo  W illiams2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kelsi Anna W ilson4 
Cum Laude
Christine Marie W interrowd3 
Caitlin Joan Woods 2 
Emily J. Zelazny3 
Cum Laude
BS IN HEALTH/HUMAN 
Health & Human Performance 
Erika Hall Ackerlund2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jakob Frederick Alme 1 
Cum Laude 
Marcus Allen A m sler3 
Cassidy Anne Anderson4 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude
Caitlynn Paige Anschuetz3 
Nicole Terese Anskaitis 1 
Addison Loi Armitage 1 
Samantha Taylor Barker2 
Kaylee Marie Bauer4 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jonathan Seth Baum 2 
Matthew C. B ender4 
Cum Laude 
Colten Shea Billteen3 
Rachel Irene Blanch3 
Adam C. Bradley3 
Malissa Jean Broughton2 
Chante’ Nicole Brown 1 
W ith a minor in Global Public Health 
Mistee Rose Brown 1 
Tristen Owen Burden3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jonathan Adam C alvert4 
Cum Laude
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Joseph Stephen C arlson3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Summa Cum Laude 
Trevor Loren Chenoweth3 
Cum Laude
Danielle Marie Chibroski4 
Jia Wen Choo 2 
Cum Laude
Kalen Allen Christiaens 2 
Ticia Lanay C liff 3 
Hailey Ann Craig 3 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lydia Nicole C zech3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Serena Grace D ahring3 
Alexandra Lauryn D avis3 
Cum Laude 
Daria Caroline Davis 1 
Kimberly M. Davis 1 
Kyle Patrick D avis2 
Rachel L. D evine5 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude
Christopher Thomas D illon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Micah Daniel Drew 1 
Cum Laude 
Colleen Erin D riscoll3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lidia Luca D ukic4 
Casey Jonathan E belt3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Markell Desiree E b ert2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mary Anna E ck 1 
Robert Michael Eickert3 
Alisha Ann Falk3
With a minor in Environmental Studies 
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Megan Marie Fandrich3 
Olivia Lorraine Feller3 
Cum Laude 
Madelyn D. Foulk3 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Janessa Ann Fow ler3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jane Maejul G annon3 
Brittany Lynne G a y 3 
Schuyler Sheffield Halsey3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
K ory Matthew H alvorson3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Anne Harperschurman3 
Andrew Steven Hartwell3 
Megan Virginia Hartwig 2 
Cum Laude
Jaden R. Hadestad 2 
Karenne Louise Heinze 3 
Toby John H ess3 
Skyler J. H ilden3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Hannah Grace H olland3 
Anna Rachelle Johnson 1 
Carl H. Jo h n so n 3 
Selisha Snow Johnson 1 
Cum Laude 
Jessica Beth Joh n sto n 3 
W ith a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
McKenzie Anne Joh n sto n 4 
Magna Cum Laude 
Joseph K arch er3 
John Patrick K nigh t3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kaidynn Rae Koke 2 
Kezia Johannah K o lb 4 
W ith a m inor in Gerontology 
W ith a m inor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude
Claire J. K ronenbetger4 
W ith a m inor in Biology 
Cum Laude 
Tyler C. K u rle3 
W ith a m inor in Biology 
Summa Cum Laude 
Austin Ryan Landis3 
Sam A . Livingston 3 
Jesse W  Long 3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Cooper Joseph L o ve3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Gabrielle Elise Martinez 1 
Julia C. M axon1 
Bailey M cK ee3 
Mitchell Scott M cLaughlin3 
Casey Michael McLean 2 
Jennifer Angela M eacham 3 
Reagan Michelle M echam 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Emily Anne M elton2 
Jenny M. M ickelson3 
W ith a minor in Global Public Health 
Matthew Jerom e M iller3 
Alexa Louise M illward3 
Cum Laude 
Chelsea Jean M ogstad2 
Danielle F. Morris 3 
W ith a m inor in Psychology 
Malia Teresa M o rris2 
W ith a m inor in Global Public Health 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kylon Shane M yers3 
Austin Tyler N agle3
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Laurel Anise N aylor3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
Lily Rae Obrigewitch3 
Colin Michael O ’C on no r3 
Neil Michael O ppedal4 
Ellie Kristin O tteson2 
Cum Laude
Madison Nicole Padilla4 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Stacey Marie Pfahler2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Victoria W inter P feifer4 
Beatrice Elise Pow ers3 
Cum Laude 
Kathryn Presser3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sarah Frances Price 1 
Cum Laude
Cameron Michael Ransford 1 
James Ty R ather1 
Michael Ray 2 
Dylan Patrick R eed3 
Sterling Smith Reneau3 
Cum Laude 
G illian Anne Ritchie3 
With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude 
Gates G  Sanchez 1 
Benjamin Saul Sansaver1 
Nate Ronald Schieffert3 
Audrey Diane Schurg3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Levi Charles Shepard 1 
Marshall William Sim onson3 
Amanda Marie Skogsberg3 
Cum Laude 
Devin W. Slater4 
Jacqueline Anne Sliwinski2 
Jaden Rae Sparrow 4 
Cum Laude 
Mallory Erin Sullivan 1 
Jane Louise Sum m ers3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tayleigh J. Talmadge3 
Tamara Teichert4 
Summa Cum Laude 
Thane Nathaniel T hom pson2 
William Gordon T hom pson2 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Cum Laude 
Selene Yvonne T obin3 
Magna Cum Laude 
MaKenna Lee T urk3 
Bailey Kay Tymchuk 2 
Cum Laude 
Katie Jo  Waletzko 1
Raina Emily W alther3 
W ith a m inor in Business Administration 
Nathan Christopher W ellington3 
Luke Kenneth W ilson 4 
Emily Kristine W o o d 3 
Cum Laude 
Kesley Ann W o o d 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Toria Lee W oodin3 
With a minor in Biology 
Magna Cum Laude 






The candidates will be presented by
Tom DeLuca, Dean of the
W .A. Franke College of Forestry and Conservation
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forestry 
Sarah Jean Flanary 2 
Ben George O ’C o n n o r2 
Adam  Joseph Snitker3 
Lucas Patrick Townsend3 
Philip Warren Williams 3 
Recreation Management 
Jonathan Daniel D orm an 3 
Resource Conservation 
Heidi Christina B lair2 
Cynthia Marie C olem an4 
Nyssa Rose Landres3 
Chelsea L. L even 3 
Erika Lynn M ickelson2 
Meghan C. M ontgom ery3 
Daniel Paul Pendergraph3 
Destina Sam ani3 
Julianne Elizabeth Savage3 
Systems Ecology 
Kenda Rae H erm an3 
Patrick Evans H urley3 
Luke Ruffner R obinson3 
Lauren E. Sullivan3 
Wildlife Biology 
Miriam Olive B ayer2 
Brandon Murray D avis3 
Tashi D hendup3 
Shannon Colleen Forshee2 
Kayla A nn R u th 3
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BS IN ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
Ecological Restoration 
Dylan Colt Branscum3 
With a minor in Biology
Ecosystem Science & Restoration 
Alyssum Marie Ahler-Mull5 
With a minor in Biology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Carly Rose Andlauer3 
Guillermo J. B a rilla s 3 
Adrienne Elizabeth Chenette3 
Nicholl Lynn K app3 
With a minor in Biology 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Dylan Robert Kellogg3 
Spencer David Lachman3 
Laura Elizabeth Thornton 3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
Samuel Chase Wilson3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Abigail Grace Zenner3 
With a minor in Biology 
Cum Laude




Daniel Russell Bragg2 
Christopher William Cote 2 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Joseph C. Guidetd5 
Cum Laude
Benjamin Robert Hebert3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Travis Mark Hedahl3 
Craig Douglas Helmrick3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
Harlan Thomas Ingle2 
Eldon Gabriel Johnson 3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cougan W K idd2 
Cum Laude
Benjamin Dylan Mead 3 
Ronald Lee Milton3 
Andrew Peter M undy3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Magdalena Rose Noriega2 
Adam A. Osvath5 
Jacob M. Person3 
Jayden Thomas Peterson3 
Bridgit L. Prichard3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Nathanial Thomas Richardson2 
Luke A. Rymniak3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude
Caleb Dean Swartzendruber3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude
Johnathan Hunter Woods 2 
Cum Laude 
Patrick J. Yerger 2 
Cum Laude
BS IN RESOURCE CONSERVATION 
Resource Conservation 
Bethany Candace Allen 3 
With a minor in Early Childhood Development 
Kaitlyn R. Anderson3 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Cum Laude 
Henry David Barden 3 
Hannah Lindsay Boe 1 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Cum Laude 
Miranda A. Brenna3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
Samuel Beach Brown 4 
Taryn Savannah Bushey 4 
Cum Laude 
Riley Eleanor Butler2 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Devon Wade Calvin3 
Cum Laude
Alison Baker Cunningham4 
Matthew David Cvitkovich 2 
Robert Walton Edwards3 
Benjamin Winters G ager3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
Enzo Luigi Galliani3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Adam Clifford Gearing3 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
John M. Greig 3 
Corey Allison H all3 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Matthew Owen H eine3 
Sydney Rose H ild 3
With a minor in Communication Studies 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Taylor John Jacques 3 
Marea Rene Kuehl3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Cum Laude 
Carly Shea Kuske 3 
Nathan Robert LaChance3 
Lily P. Lang5
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Magna Cum Laude 
Vasiliy Grigorievich Lem eza1 
Clayton Karl Makepeace 3
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Bailey M. Mednansky3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Sawyer Isaac Meegan3 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Emi Okitsu3
With a minor in A rt Studio 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Cum Laude 
Nathan Ryan Parker5 
James Colin Paulson 2
With a minor in Fire Sciences &  Management 
Jacob D. R ex3
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Cum Laude
Freya Wenona Sargent3 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brooke Whitney Skowyra2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kelsey Rae Slusser1 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Benjamin Geoffrey Sparrow 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ninah Raye Steber2 
Cum Laude 
Jessy Lynn Stevenson3 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Cum Laude 
John Allen Stratton 2 
Clayton Jay Tangen3 
With a minor in Sociology 
Andrew Nisbett Thom as3 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Marissa Paul Thonnings 3 
Hannah Noel W entworth3 
Nicole Renee W estberry5 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Keegan Michael Widhalm 2 
With a minor in Business Administration 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Cum Laude
BS IN RECREATION MANAGEMENT 
Parks, Tourism & Recreation Management 
Jennifer Danyel A llen 3 
Talbot Michael Callister2 
Cum Laude
Nicholas James Capille3 
With a minor in Geosciences 
Desiree Sue C ozad4 
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Charles Clark D ahlstrom 3 
Cum Laude 
Brenden Scott D alin5 
Casey Ryan Fulton 1 
Nickolas Frank Hasty 2 
Bethany Jo  H olland3 
With a minor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude
Nicholas Paul James H olm es3 
Emily Lynette K ananen3 
Jeffrey Gerard K o ss5 
With a m inor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude 
Hunter K ovash 3 
Cory Walter K ryg er3 
Kasey Joelle Linskey2 
Ben Stephen M cAuliffe3 
W ith a minor in Business Administration 
Eileen Marie McQuillan3 
W ith a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kyle Scott M ilne3 
Cum Laude
Jessica Manuela Monis-Hemandez 2 
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Alex Jacob M orrow 2 
With a minor in Business Administration 
Kellen Roderick N eighbors2 
W ith a minor in Native American Studies 
Ethan Robert O ja 3 
Alexandra Lea Parrish2 
Alexa Jane Pierson3 
Kelsi Nicole Plante 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cameron Edson Poler3 
Sean Thomas Q uinn2 
Ahnna Elizabeth Reid3 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Charles Cyril Crossed Rieck3 
Cum Laude
Joseph Michel Riemensnider3 
Craig Thomas Sandvig2 
Dane Patrick Schwender3 
Kathleen Marie Selway3 
Rachel Marie Shouse3 
Jason John Sm ith3 
Kelly Ryan Sullivan3 
Stratton Jack Taylor2 
W ith a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Tayler Marie Tem plin3 
Megan Taylor Treece 3
W ith a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
Cameron Bray Turner3
BS IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Wildlife Biology
Lindsey Sherman B arnard3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ashton Pierpont B ates3 
Cum Laude 
Bart Allen Bauer3 
Cum Laude 
Alexis Beagle3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Keely L. B enson3
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Christian Joseph B eres3 
Charles Harvey Black3 
Thomas Campbell Boehm 1 
Nicholas Robert Bontrager3 
Calvin Miles Borges3 
Markus Sven O lov B oyer3 
Cum Laude
Paul Gerard Bramblett3 
Matthew Thomas Bregartner2 
Justine H. Bright3 
Cum Laude 
Kylie Lynn Brunette3 
With a minor in Spanish 
Summa Cum Laude 
Emily Catherine B uck3 
Cum Laude
Adrienne Elizabeth Chenette3 
Whitney Ashton Clinger3 
Eric Dauemheim3 
Rebecca Ann David 3 
Bailey Morgan Erickson2 
Cum Laude 
Jameson Ivor Frakes 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dylan Robert Gum minger2 
Connor David Hakala3 
Jessie G. Hamaker3 
Kadie Blaine Heinle3 
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
With a minor in Mathematics 
Summa Cum Laude 
Allison Hailey Hendryx3 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lara K. Hershberger3 
Mateen Alexander Hessami3 
Anne Marie Jeh le3 
With a minor in Biology 
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude 
Levi JonJeschke3 
With a minor in Biology 
Luke B. Johnson3
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Cum Laude 
Tylor Jay K eeley5 
With a minor in Biology 
Amber Michelle K enagy5 
Stephanie K lein 3 
Cum Laude
Michael Jon K rum m el3 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Cum Laude
Chantal Nicole Larose3 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Jane Lutch3 
Cum Laude 
Zoe Allyson M ason3 
Gage Daniel M azet3
Mackay Joseph M iller4 
Alexis D. Montoya 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Evan T. Moran 2 
Emily M. Nishikawa3 
Serena Sophia K . N ozawa3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Aileen Elizabeth O ldstone-M oore3 
Cum Laude
Emily Catherine O nderbeke3 
Kristen Marie Pacher2 
Josephine Esther Padgett5 
Cum Laude 
Hamilton Q. P latt3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mark A. Randolph 3 
Joshua Paul Reynolds 2 
Megan M. Robbins3 
With a m inor in Anthropology 
Cum Laude 
Carley Rae Scholter3 
Troy W  Smith 2 
Cum Laude 
Quinn Michael Staats3 
Christopher Lee Stankowsld3 
Savannah E. Stew art3 
W ith a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Daniel Charles Stoken2 
Cum Laude 
Kelsey Marie T erry3 
Katrina L. Theisen5 
Cum Laude 
Dakota Sage Vaccaro3 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Maria Isabel Venegas Sim osa5 
Zachary Taylor Wallace 3 
Kristie Nicole W eeks3 
Joseph Gerard W iniarski3 
W ith a minor in Ecological Restoration 
W ith a minor in Fire Sciences &  Management 
Cum Laude
Mack Henry W o o d ru ff3 
Kendra L. Young2 
With a minor in Biology
CERTIFICATE
Natural Resource Conflict Resolution 
Olivia Lillianna A llen 3 
Heidi Christina B lair2 
Lowell Jack Chandler 3 
Sophia Marie Cinnam on3 
Emily Jean-Elise Harkness3 
Ashton A. Jackson3 
Devin William Landry3 
Chelsea L. Leven3 
Erika Lynn Mickelson 1CD----- - -----------------------
Meghan Rene Neville 3 
Sean David Quartz 3 
Freya Wenona Sargent3 
Julianne Elizabeth Savage 3 
Elizabeth Grace Tobey3 
Oliver Finn W o o d 3 
Protected Area Management 
Claudia Barbosa de Lima Sacramento2 
Wilderness Management 
Benjamin Clark 1 




The candidates will be presented by
Suzanne Tilleman, Interim Dean of the College o f Business
MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Accounting 
Dylan Steed Barringer1 
Kady Ann B artsch4 
Carl Nicholas B ell3 
Adda C. B entley1 
Benjamin Elliott B orgen4 
Jordan W illia m  Bridwell4 
Taryn Lace Cam pbell4 
Ruiying Chang4 
Liz Mayra Coz 1 
Brittany Staud D err 1 
Amanda Joy G ilcher4 
Abigail Mary Jeane H anser2 
Elizabeth A. H arris4 
Siwei He 1
Janine Michelle Jackson 4 
Kari Jenae Johansson4 
Kolten Jarad LaMiaux 1 
Joseph Anthony Locatelli4 
Susanne Porter Monk 1 
Jenna Marian M orrison4 
Kristina Kayla O sw ald4 
Joshua Bryant Phillips 1 
Katelynn Presser4 
Michael Patrick Prothero4 
Sahar Qasem M uthna1 
Amelia Ann Reed 1 
Raeanna Christine Richards4 
McKenna Rae Sam pson4 
Mathias Robert Schaefer 1 
Connor McDonough Smith 1 
Terra Kelley Stansberry 1 
Susan J. Stedman 1 
Roger Alexander Tonna 1
Zonghang Wang 1 
Kellen Quinn Whelan 1 
Josh Douglas Wike 1 
Lyle D. W illiam s4
MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
Business Administration 
Sierra Kauanoeanuhea Hokunani Anderson 1 
Abhishek Bharadwaj3 
Kevin Patrick Bissett3 
Trevor John Cam pbell3 
Paige Marie C ollick3 
Brandon Joseph D eYoung3 
Eric H alverson3 
Bohan H u 3 
Alisha Erika Joh n son 3 
Parker Joh n son 3 
Derek Neuman Joh n sto n 3 
Connor Robert Lam ping3 
Phuoc N. L e 3
Stephanie Louise Mansfield 3 
John Alexander M eyer3 
Chad Edward M iller1 
Reid M iller3
Mikayla Danielle Moser 3 
Lonnie Michael M urphy3 
Alison R. Potts 3 
Elizabeth Rissler P ra tt3 
Michael J. R ogers2 
Amanda Kay Rosbarsky4 
Michael Tyler Schm echel1 
Lindsey Anne Shinn3 
Zachary Scott S m ith3 
Chandra Mae T aylor3 
Reggie Lee Tilleman3 
Ty Louis W agner3 
Hallie Danielle W idn er3
Business Administration-External 
Andy John Beck 3 
Samuel Aaron Belanger3 
Nicole Marie Bogunovich3 
Jasen Robert Bronec 3 
Tyler Robert B ryant3 
Timothy Jay B u ry3 
Yiu Ting C h o i3 
John Lloyd D aw son3 
Ximena Fernanda Del C am po3 
Paul Godvin Gipe 3 
Lindsey Noelle G o dw in 3 
Hillary Grace Guilford 2 
Galen Joseph Henseler3 
William Joseph Holahan4 
Michael Anthony K onecny3 
Ryan D. Loom is3 
Brian James Luptak3
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Nigel Cristian Taylor M cCallum3 
Scott Robert M cCue3 
Travis D. O lson 3 
Richard O rcutt3 
Lyndsey Marie Kiland O w ens3 
Shane Daniel Parks5 
Rico Patacini3 
Jonathan Stephen Pytka3 
Elizabeth Ruth Saylor3 
Jared C. Schm it2 
Kayla June Seaman3 
Matthew Elmer Sieler3 
Derek Michael Sullivan3 
Joseph Charles W eston3 
C. Edward Wingard 2 
Charleyne Lyn Yeager3 
Daniel Rava Z olnikov3 
Michael Lee Z o o k 3
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Business Analytics 
Patrick Connolly Berens3 
Rachael Marie C heff 1 
Bryce Sullivan C urran1 
Ryan Fredrick Jellesed 1 
Christabelle Rosemary K ozlik2 
Mary Christina Maktis 1 
Anna Carolyn M arbut3 
Alex Patrick M urray3 
Kailey Marie N orm an3 
Willard L. Ramsey4 







Blake Thomas Baker3 
Cum Laude 
Darlene Diane Beeks2 
Cad Nicholas B ell1 
Cum Laude
Connor Eugene Benson3 
Emily Williams Brinkmann5 
Dominique Carolyn Calabro3 
Cum Laude 
Sadie Mae Crippen3 
Cum Laude 
Luke R. Davison4 
Carley Mane Dedominicis5 
With a minor in Sociology 
Jaime Dixon3 
Berenise Esparza3
Megan Lynn Fall3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Connor Thomas F oh n 4 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chelsea Marie Frison 2 
Cum Laude
Cole Richard Geschwind3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nicholas Christian G iese3 
Caroline G ilbertson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Haley Paige H agen3 
Justin Paul H am m er3 
Jessica Ann H arshaw3 
Cum Laude 
Caleb Shane H ill3 
Seth Michael Jaksha3 
Cum Laude 
K ari A nn K ehoe 2 
Elizabeth Tremaine K enney3 
Cum Laude 
Elena K ilm er3 
With a minor in Journalism  
Kristopher Kelly K rause5 
Logan Paul Edward L aird3 
With a m inor in Economics 
Kyle Gregory M aier3 
Samuel Joseph M aloney3 
Chandler Thomas M arvin 3 
Diana Lynne M attis3 
Hope M. M cCracken3 
Cum Laude
Darrick Terrell M cKinney3 
Lucas George M organ3 
April Hailing M urphy5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Keenan Alan N erby3 
Tyler Stuart N icholson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Abby Christine P feifer3 
Magna Cum Laude 
William Marshall Pflug 2 
Cum Laude 
Bethany Jayne Phillips3 
W ith a minor in Economics 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brittany Ann Slaughter3 
Jacob Harris Sm yle2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tinell Renee Tatsey3 
Marguerite Marie Thordarson 
Morgan Renae Tucker3 
Sarah Renee W right2 
Beau Zachary Yamasaki5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Catherine M. Y tu rri2
(f)
BS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
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Business Administration 
Jay Kevin Robinson 1 
i Finance
Corey James Adcock 2 
Ahmed Zaki A1 Mousabeh 1 
j Tara Alyss A l-H aj5 
Cum Laude
Courtney Elaine A ustin2 
j Benjamin Elbert B arker3 
Cum Laude 
Zachary B rophy3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Alexander Michael Canellopoulos3 
: Cum Laude
Kaleb Paul Cannaday3 
Gordon C ho w 3 
Sherry Carleen Clarke5 
With a minor in Economics 
■ Cum Laude 
s Ethan Earl C ordes3
Cum Laude 
Kees Evan DeBruin 4 
Jed William Engebretsen3 
Cum Laude 
Zachary Clarke Fisher2 
Jacob William G iese2 
Pirrie Lyn H arris2 
Kaixin H eng1 
Logan Patrick Hensley3 
| Austin Frederick H ilde3
[ Kara Mackenzie Hogan 2
Rachel Dawn H om er3 
I Megan M. Ingersoll1
I Tanner Hans Johnson4
t Takamasa Auther Kagjyama3 
Logan Paul Edward Laird3 
Kyle M. Lathrop3 
Dylan L. Lavalley3 
Lynzee Marie L ee3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Abigail Rose Lessard5 
Cum Laude 
Isaac Winterfelt M aier3 
Cum Laude 
Devin Ray M aves3 
Cum Laude
Josephine Olive M cCann3 
Cum Laude
Paul Trimbom N evers3 
Christina A. O livieri3 
Christian Edward Pettygrove 1 
With a minor in Economics 
Abby Christine P feifer3 
Magna Cum Laude 
William Marshall Pflug2 
Cum Laude 
Derek Lee Reiter2 
Josh Paul Sandry4
Yannick Bruno Schmidl2 
Cum Laude
James Michael Seagram 3 
Mark James Shirley3 
Daniel Gregory Shouse 3 
Jacob Harris Smyle 2 
Samuel Theodore S te m 3 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Thomas Robert T irre ll3 
Kaidyn Grace W erk 3 
Eric S. Williams 1 
Cum Laude 
Wai Kuan Y e o h 3 
International Business
Mohammed Ali Alalshaikhahmed 3 
Cum Laude
Alexander Michael Canellopoulos3 
Lander Mayer Crissm an2 
W ith a minor in Spanish 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ross Caleb E verett3 
Alicia Alexandra Fladstol2 
Ethan Andrew Jenkins 3 
W ith a minor in Spanish 
Cum Laude 
Morgan T. J e tt3 
Cum Laude 
Walker Bruce L am b3 
Isaac Bishop Larow e3 
Abigail Rose Lessard5 
W ith a minor in French 
Emmanuela Mitzalis 5 
Sobirjon N azriev5 
Keenan Alan N erby3 
Emily Sarah Pittis3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kayla Lynn Sheridan3 
Christian W ilson Theodore Slavin 2 
W ith a minor in Chinese 
W th  a minor in Japanese 
Nolan Scott Staats3 
Ignacio Tejerina Jorquera2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Skylar Jeanne Vukasin 2 
Aleksandra Was 5 
William Othmar W eyer3 
W th  a minor in Spanish 
Cum Laude 
Davis W ylie3 
Catherine M. Y tu rri2 
Alexander Dimitri Z aferis3 
Management & Entrepreneurship 
Treavor Mark Agen 2 
Jamar B. A k o h 3
Mohammed Ali Alalshaikhahmed3 
Cum Laude 
Saeed Saleh Algham di2
« b
Maalem Hassan A Almarhoun5 
Caroline Armstrong3 
James D. Armstrong3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Ethan Roy A tkin3 
Cum Laude
Marguerite Karol Barker 2 
With a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rachele Lynn Barker3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jesse Alan Bartels2 
Layna Ann Bates 2 
Michael Troy Beaver5 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Hunter Michael Benz3 
John French Boehme3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Natalie Elizabeth Boose3 
Jacob Evan Briski3 
Ty Owen B urt3 
Dana Kingita Tamati B ush 5 
Kaitlin Lee Byrnes3 
Austin Everett Cantrell2 
Gus Chancy4
Dwight Robert Coddington 2 
Bryer William Davis3 
Tayla Dine’ Desjarlais4 
Alexandria Mary Elliott3 
Bush Fang5
Benjamin Martin G esel3 
Victoria Elizabeth Gondeiro2 
Colton D. G ray2 
Mykaela Lynel Hammer2 
Nathan Michael Hanold5 
Kyle J. Harrington2 
Tian Shan Ru Harrington3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dallas Patrick H art3 
Austin Hawks2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Karlena Kay Heward3 
With a minor in Russian Studies 
Cum Laude 
Emily Rose Higgason2 
Riley Renee Horigan3 
Cooper John Horton2 
Quinn Evan Huestis3 
Cum Laude
Austin David Johnson3 
.Magna Cum Laude 
Kincaid A. Jones3 
Campbell Kenyon 4 
Enc Thomas Kirchgasser4 
Caitlyn J. Konesky5 
Joseph Larson3 
Logan Douglas Lefler2 
Zhenghao L i2
Zane A. Ligas 2 
Allison Elizabeth Lucas 2 
Cum Laude
Alec Christopher M anaghan3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Christopher J. M anuel3 
W ith a m inor in History 
Diana Lynne Mattis 3 
Hunter G ary Charles M cK enzie3 
Mackenzie Elise M iewald3 
W ith a m inor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Blake Lee M iller4 
Cum Laude
Danielle Grace Minette W arn er3 
Richard L. M ittens5 
Samantha Marie M o ran 2 
K elde Micael M ostad3 
Dante Deshea Natali O lso n 5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sobirjon N azriev5 
Shannon Eilis O ’H ara3 
W ith a minor in N onprofit Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sara A nn  O lso n 3 
Tanner Michael Palin3 
Jackson Robert P avitt3 
Cum Laude 
G reg E. Pfister 4 
Frandne Karine Pileggi2 
April Skye P isk3 
Emily Sarah Pittis3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Alexander James Presnell2 
Cum Laude
Shawn Edward Purcell4 
Tamara J. Roos 2 
Kelsey A nn  Shaw 2 
Christian W ilson Theodore Slavin 2 
Nolan Scott Staats3 
Cum Laude
Madolynn Elizabeth Stensby 3 
Kevin Burke Sullivan5 
Cum Laude
Suzanne Patricia Tarpey 1 
Dayton J. Vaughn 2 
Courdan Marko Vukasin 2 
Skylar Jeanne Vukasin2 
Mckenzie L. Warren 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
William Othmar W eyer3 
Cum Laude 
Shelbie A nn W hite 4 
Cheryl A nn  W illiam s4 
Davis W ylie3 
W ith a m inor in Spanish 




Mohammed Ali M A1 Rukhami1 
Mohammed Qasem M A lm aqbil1 
Muneer Mohammed K  Aqaqah 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chanel Olivia B ird 4 
Isaac Blu C am el1 
Ryley Christopher C am pbell1 
Bailey Anne Clarke 1 
John Thomas Monks 1 
Michael Patrick R am ert1 
Ignacio Tejerina Jorquera 2 
Jordan Lee Tripp 1 
Lindsay Brooke Wetch 1 
Management Information Systems 
Kyle T. Bertelsen3 
Asia Skyy Thi C aluoti1 
Cum Laude
Daniel Jackson C lough3 
Lander Mayer Crissm an2 
Summa Cum Laude 
Daniel E. C upparo3 
Cum Laude
Logan Raye Deuel-Clinkenbeard4 
Kaidin Nicole D orrough3 
Cum Laude 
Darby K . D ybdal1 
Cum Laude 
Ross Caleb Everett3 
Ashley Marie Frank2 
Cum Laude
Craig Michael Greenhagen3 
With a minor in Media Arts 
Tian Shan Ru H arrington3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Reaghan MacKenzie Hoover 3 
Sheng-Han H sieh3 
Robert Claude H uguet3 
Colton Steven K lop pe l3 
Gabriel Martin K u n tz3 
Michael Andrew Lahaszow3 
Chase Alexander Leclercq3 
Hong Shen Lee 5 
Cum Laude 
Austin Britt Lindsay3 
Cassandra Marie M aisel3 
Cum Laude 
Jonathan Martinez 5 
Hope M. McCracken3 
Cum Laude
Easton Patrick M cG reevey3 
Ryan Patrick M iller3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tyler Patrick M yers2 
Corbin Benjamin N ewbary2 
Tyler Stuart N icholson3 
Zachary Mills N icholson3 
With a minor in Computer Science
Eric Scott N ordhagen2 
Erin Judith Opitz 3 
Cum Laude 
Melissa Anne Pester2 
Cum Laude 
Jesson J. P reston3 
Alexander James Q uenzer3 
Jake Kendrick Rezvani3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gregory M. Rosbarsky 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Justin Marshall Sanders-Hiett3 
Burton Thomas Schilling2 
Yannick Bruno Schm idl2 
Cum Laude
Matthew Clark Sedgwick3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Timothy J. Semenza 3 
Austin Elizabeth Steiner2 
Spencer Quenton Stew art3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Abigail Lane Strellnauer 1 
Garen Benjamin Teders 3 
Cum Laude 
Spencer Eli T ervo 3 
W ith a minor in Computer Science 
Taylor Lane T oepke3 
Thomas Samuel Warrick 2 
Trevor Lewis W ikstrom 3 
Zachary Joseph W illiam s3
Marketing 
Jamar B. A k o h 3 
Shamekh Alshamekh 3 
Jessica Leigh Andersen3 
Cole Robert A nderson3 
Cum Laude
Skyler Rebecca Marie A nderson2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Caroline A rm strong3 
Chase Joseph Baker 2 
Austin Westley B ankston2 
Baylee Jane Barckley3 
Cum Laude 
Lia Ashley B arth 2 
Scott T. Beaulieu 2 
Kaelyn A nn B inder3 
Krystyn Opal Blackbird 1 
W ith a m inor in A rt Studio 
Jacob Evan Brisld3 
Kyle David Broughton 3 
Summer Rae Burlage 5 
Cum Laude 
Tyler John B urton 3 
Cum Laude
Dana Kingita Tamati B ush5 
Joshua Cody B uss2 
Ryley Christopher C am pbell1 
Carson Larue Cantrell3
m -----------------------
Annie Christine C arroll3 
Kaelen Mackenzie Cross 2 
Rachel N. D ugas3 
Jessica M. Edwards 1 
Alexandria Mary E lliott3 
Cum Laude 
Julian A. Emond 2 
Cum Laude
Alicia Alexandra Fladstol2 
Connor Jacob Frank3 
Robert Jeffrey Frank3 
Molly Mae Frichtl5 
Chloe Gabrielle G endrow 3 
Kaidyn Briann G r a f3 
Jon M. H ale3 
Ellie E. Hanousek3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Breanna Felicia H arm er5 
Kyle J. Harrington2 
Mahalia Ann H endren3 
Mallory Maria Hickethier4 
Alexandra Elizabeth Hildebrand1 
Charles Conner H intt2 
Riley Renee Horigan3 
Ethan Andrew Jenkins3 
Cum Laude 
Morgan T . Je tt3 
Cameron Johnsen5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cole Phillip Ju n so5 
Jillian Nicole K eith 2 
Calvin William K oerber3 
Kyla Marie K ozo le3 
Cum Laude
Michael Andrew Lahaszow3 
Walker Bruce L am b3 
Isaac Bishop Larowe3 
Cum Laude 
Joseph Larson3 
Luke Anthony Lattanzio 2 
Thea Suzanne Levinson2 
Cum Laude 
Zane A. Ligas 2 
Ashley C. Lindquist2 
Grady George M atter3 
Cum Laude 
Jared Alan Maynard3 
Cum Laude
Myles Olamijulo M cKee-Osibodu3 




Broderick Robert M ontgomery2 
Kayla Shireen M ontgomery3 
John Robert M oorehead3 
Michael Chigozie Oguine3 
Cum Laude
Jackson Ray Ottman 1 
Cum Laude 
Am os Henry P ierce3 
Seth Tyler P ike3 
Keilan M Tiss Sayer5 
Cum Laude 
Margo Ellen Schm idt2 
Kayla Lynn Sheridan3 
W ith a minor in German  
Elias John Snyders3 
Trever J. Spo ja3 
Samantha T. Sprinkle 2 
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Schuyler Cameron Swanson 5 
Garen Benjamin Teders 5 
Cum Laude
Ignacio Tejerina Jorquera 2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Victoria Courtney Nicole Thomas 2 
W ith a minor in Media Arts 
Shawn Forrest Tom lin3 
Avery James Tonkyn3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dayton J. Vaughn 2 
Megan Beth W all3
W ith a minor in Dance Specialization Education 
Summa Cum Laude 
Aleksandra W as5 
Evan Scott W ells2 
William Robert W idmer 4 
Sarah Michelle W in n 3 
Joshua Jonathon W isniewski1 
Megan Marie W o ods3
CERTIFICATE
Accounting Information Systems 
Hope M. M cCracken3 
Cum Laude
Tyler Stuart N icholson3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Big Data Analytics 
Megan Marie Finley2 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley Marie Frank2 
Cum Laude
Madeline Diane Franks2 
Cum Laude 
Luke Jacob H ilmes2 
Cum Laude
Reaghan MacKenzie H oover 3 
Chase Alexander Leclercq3 
Austin Britt Lindsay3 
Ryan Patrick M iller3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Erin Judith O p itz3 
Cum Laude




Spencer Quenton Stewart3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Seth Ryan Thom pson3 
Taylor Lane Toepke3 
j .Cybersecurity Management 
! Nikki L. Gabrielsen3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chase Alexander Leclercq3 
Austin Britt Lindsay3 
Easton Patrick M cGreevey3 
Matthew Clark Sedgwick 3 
> Magna Cum Laude
Zachary Joseph W illiams3
Digital Marketing 
Kaelen Mackenzie Cross 2 
Daniel E. Cupparo3 
Cum Laude 
Rachel N. Dugas 3 
Julian A. E m ond2 
Cum Laude 
Ellie E. Hanousek3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Mallory Maria Hickethier 4 
Jillian Nicole Keith 2 
Amos Henry Pierce3 
Garen Benjamin Teders5 
Cum Laude
Entrepreneurship 
Kees Evan D eBruin4 
Riley Renee Horigan3 
Takamasa Auther Kagiyama3 
Isaac Winterfelt M aier3 
Cum Laude 
Nolan Scott Staats3 
Cum Laude 
Megan Marie W oods3 
Entertainment Management 
Jamar B. A k o h 3
Mohammed Ali M A1 Rukhami1 
Saeed Saleh Alghamdi2 
Mohammed Qasem M Alm aqbil1 
Maalem Hassan A  Almarhoun 5 
Muneer Mohammed K  Aqaqah 1 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ian E. Baldessari1 
Baylee Jane Barckley3 
Cum Laude 
Kaelyn Ann Binder3 
Krystyn Opal Blackbird 1 
Jacob Evan Briski3 
Ty Owen B urt3 
Dana Kingita Tamati B ush5 
Kaitlin Lee Byrnes3 
Ryley Christopher Cam pbell1 
Austin Everett Cantrell2 
Annie Christine C arroll3
Bailey Anne Clarke 1 
Quincey Anne Dean 1 
Connor Jacob Frank3 
Robert Jeffrey Frank3 
Kaitlyn Briann G r a f3 
Colton D. G ra y2 
Jon M. H ale3 
Kyle J. H arrington2 
Dallas Patrick H art3 
Kadena Kay H eward2 
Cum Laude 
Riley Renee Horigan 3 
Katie JoHanna H uot3 
Campbell K enyon4 
Eric Thomas Kirchgasser4 
Caitlyn J. K onesky5 
Zhenghao L i2 
Zane A. Ligas2 
Colby Jack L orch3 
Jared Alan Maynard 3 
Cum Laude
Samantha Marie M oran2 
Gallic Rose M orris3 
Cum Laude 
K elde Micael M ostad3 
Dante Deshea Natali O lson 5 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sam Thomas O r r 3 
Seth Tyler Pike3 
April Skye P isk3 
Alexander James Presnell2 
Cum Laude 
Tamara J. R oos2 
Elias John Snyders3 
Caitlin Shea Soltesz3 
Cum Laude
Schuyler Cameron Swanson5 
Avery James Tonkyn 3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Evan Scott W ells2 
Lindsay Brooke Wetch 1 
Sarah Michelle W in n 3 
Natasha Diana Woodworth 1 
Sustainable Business Strategy 
Leon Beltran Laborde3 
Casey M. B randon3 
Magna Cum Laude 
Darby Marie McNally2 
Cum Laude 
Lacee Marie M oodry3 
Seth Tyler P ike3 
Emily Sarah Pittis3 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kayla Lynn Sheridan 3 






The candidates will be presented by




Kristin E . Amdahl4
Sierra Kauanoeanuhea Hokunani A n d erso n 3 
Brianna M. Becton 1 
Richard Allen C a rr4 
Meghan Antoinette Casale3 
Emily Anne Marie Copeland3 
Jenay Rae Cross 3 
Marisa Mangueira de D io u f2 
Jennifer McBeth Eatchel4 
Claire Ellen Foley 3 
Timothy Charles Fox 1 
Benjamin G erard 3 
Shawn Michael G ro v e 3 
Ben Patrick H am m an3 
Alycia Christine Harris 1 
Ian David Harris 3 
Jessica Rae Lee 2 
Katharine Sipe LoPiccolo3 
Canon James Luerkens 2 
Michael Alan Maas 2 
Shelby Elaine M o o re4 
Jasmine M o rto n 3 
Carrie A . N elson3 
Nicole Marie N ygren3 
Chad Warren P enn 3 
Rebecca Cragin P ow er3 
Chelsea Lynn Rayfield 1 
Kevin B. R ech koff3 
Paul Michael Reinhardt3 
Natasha Margaux Silvestri 4 
Lisa Jane Sm ith3 
Elaine Marie Stedman 2 
Lindsay Joy Steinbauer3 
Am y K . U nsw orth3 
Eric James Vorkoeper 2 
Mike L. W arner1 
Kathryn Grace W h ite3 
Katherine Brogan W ilkins2
CERTIFICATE 
Public Administration 
Mikaela Cam pbell2 
Megan Leihua H azen3 
Andrew Mazzullo 2 





The candidates w ill be presented by
Paul Kirgis, Dean of the A lexander Blew ett III School of Law
These degree candidates will be honored 
at a graduation and hooding ceremony 
Saturday, May 11, 2019 at 10 A.M. in 
the George and Jane Dennison Theatre.
JURIS DOCTOR
Law
Qasim Walid A bdul-B ald2 
Richard A so n g 3 
Aaron P. Barker 3 
Jeffrey Keith B ass3 
Sydney E. B est3 
Bradley Wallace B o w en 3 
Bryce A nthony B urke3 
Nathan A ndrew  Burke 3 
Summer L. C arm ack3 
William T. Casey 3 
Lowell Jack C handler3 
Nancy Hunt Clark 3 
Caitlin Catherine C reighton3 
Webster M  C rist3 
Sabrina K . C u rrie3 
Daniel J. E akin3 
Abbey Christine Eckstein3 
Megan J. Eckstein3 
Laura V. Ferrari-Agudelo 1 
Hailey Pearl Forcella3 
Haley M. F o rd 3 
Patricia Danielle Gornick 2 
Stephanie A . G ro v e r3 
Rebekah K . H all3 
Spencer R. H arris3 
Madeline Dominique Hatfield 3 
Ryan L. H ickey3 
Zachary A . H ixson3 
Asa W ilbur Hohman 1 
Christine Marie H utchison3 
Anna Marie H er3 
Ashton A . Jackson 3 
G rant R. K e lly 3 
M olly M cKee K e lly 3 
Kaden Trent K e to 3 
Joshua Melkle L am son3 
Brielle Nicole L ande3 
Lauren M . LaR ance3 
Kirsi Elizabeth Luther 3 
Erin Michelle Lyndes 3 
John  Stewart M asar3
Craig K. McCormack3 
Thomas Sean M cQuillan2 
Emily Margaret Medland3 
Raymond M organ3 
Tyler James Daniel M organ3 
Jasmine M o rton 3 
Rebecca Ann N ew som 3 
Victoria K . N ickol3 
Logan Alan N utzman3 
Caetlyn G. Padgett3 
Tyson Charles Parman 3 
Kelcie Lynn Peltomaa3 
Alison R. Potts3 
Molly Ricketts3 
Jeremy Riser3 
Seth Hanson Rogers 1 
Jennifer Pepprock Shannon3 
Jeremy Tate Stephenson3 
Melissa A. Stones-Smith3 
Elizabeth Rosier S to ry3 
Rebecca L. Stursberg3 
Peter B. Taylor 3 
Calder James Thingvold3 
Jacob Monico Trujillo3 
Jadyn Ruth Van N atta3 
Lucas C. W agner3
Ty Louis Wagner 2 
Naomi Whitehead3 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Whitfield3 
Richard Thomas Williamson3 
Oliver Finn Wood3 
Molly Woodman3 
Madison Jane Worst3 
Caitlin Elizabeth Zimmerman 2 
Honors
CERTIFICATE
Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Aaron P. Barker3 
Nancy Hunt Clark3 
Jasmine M orton3
American Indian Law 
Summer L  Carmack3 
Sabrina K. Currie3 
Daniel J. Eakin3 
Ashton A. Jackson3 
Jeremy R iser3 
Naomi Whitehead3
Environmental Natural Resources Law 
Lowell Jack Chandler3 
Daniel J. Eakin3
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
Com m issions, Second Lieutenants 
United States Arm y
The following Army ROTC Cadets will receive a commission at the 
University of Montana Friday, May 3, 2019 at 4 P.M.
Kyle T. Bertelsen 
Joceline C. Denton 
Robert M. Eickert
Benjamin D. Gerard 
John Greig 
Matthew A. Long
Patrick C. Loynd 




Abramson, L arry .................
Anderson, Kristie.................
Bach, Betsy...........................
Barth, K a y ............................
Bartow, Patricia....................
Benson, Thomas (Tom).....
Berkhouse, T erry .................
Bitar, Samir...........................

















Hallin, K erry ........................
Hamilton, A n n e..................
Harris, Stanley......................
Hastings, Leona...................










McDowell, A nn ...................
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2018 DISTINGUISHED 
ALUMNI AWARDS
Evelyn Adedoja Yeye Dada, 83, M.RA. PubicA dministration
Paul Lewing, ’69, BJFyL, 72 M JLA A rt
William Marcus, 74, BA . Radio/Television
Sara Peck, '66, BA . Education
Sheila Skemp, 67, B y l. H istory
2019 CHARTER 
DAY AWARDS
ASUM STUDENT SERVICE AWARD
Tommy Jensen, M issoula Collate Student
GEORGE M. DENNISON 
PRESIDENTIAL FACULTY AWARD 
John Sommers-Flanagan,
C inica! Psychologist and Professor, D epartment o f  C ounselor Education
GEORGE M. DENNISON 
PRESIDENTIAL STAFF AWARD 
Hilton “Skip” Conroy,
Laborer and Equipment Operator, Facilities Services
JOHN RUFFATTO MEMORIAL AWARD 
Michael Braun, Poe Fondly D istinguished Fellow in E ntrepreneurship 
Department o f M anagement and M arketing
MONTANA ALUMNI AWARD
Cad Smart, UM A bun 70, UM A lumni Band M ember
NEILS. BUCKLEW 
PRESIDENTIAL SERVICE AWARD 
Dennis and Gretchen Eck, UM A lumni
OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Rob Tapper, A ssociate P rofessor o f  Trombone and 
Director o f Jag% Studies, S chool o f  M usic
ROBERT T. PANTZER
PRESIDENTIAL HUMANITARIAN AWARD
Elizabeth Ametsbichler, Chair, D epartment o f 
Modem and C lassical L anguage and L iteratures
TOM BOONE TOWN AND GOWN AWARD 
Kathleen “Annie” Sondag,
Professor o f Public and Community H ealth, D epartment o f  H ealth and 
Human Performance and School o f Public and Community H ealth Sciences
PRESIDENT ROYCE ENGSTROM ENDOWED 
PRIZE IN UNIVERSITY CITIZENSHIP 
Zach Brown,
13 BuA, Environmental Studies; M ontana R epresentative HD 63
J.B. SPEER AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE
Lucy France, Legal Counsel




D irector, UM Online, S chool o f E xtended and L ifelong Learning
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AWARD 
Deena Mansour,
Interim  E xecutive D irector, M aureen and M ike M ansfield C enter
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARD
Rebecca Bendick,
A ssociate Professor, D epartment o f  G eosciences
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD
Kate Brayko,
A ssociate Professor, D epartment o f  Teaching and Learning
GRADUATE ASSISTANT TEACHING AWARD
Sabtina Singh,
Graduate Teaching A ssistant, D epartment o f  Communication Studies
MONTANA FACULTY SERVICE AWARD
Anthony Johnstone,
Professor, A lexander B lewett III S chool o f  Law
MOST INSPIRATIONAL TEACHER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Len Broberg,
Professor, D epartment o f  E nvironmental Studies
NANCY BORGMANN DIVERSITY AWARD
Laurie Walker,
A ssociate Professor, S chool o f  S ocial Work
OUTSTANDING FACULTY ADVISING AWARD
Daisy Rooks, A ssociate Professor,
Undergraduate A dvising Coordinator, Sociology D epartment
OUTSTANDING SERVICE 
TO THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY AWARD 
Bonnie Holzworth,
A ssociate Registrar, Registrar's O ffice
OUTSTANDING SERVICE 
TO STUDENTS AWARD 
Cathy Joy,
Counselor, A ssistant D irector o f  C urry H ealth C enter
OUTSTANDING STAFF AWARD 
FOR CAMPUS INTERACTION AND 
MERITORIOUS JOB PERFORMANCE 
Tony Layton,
Recruitment Specialist, Human Resource Services
OUTSTANDING STAFF AWARD FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN JOB PERFORMANCE 
Adelle Graham,
A dministrative A ssociate, D epartment o f  Psychology
OUTSTANDING TEAMWORK AWARD
Jake Hansen and Gretchen McCaffrey,
A ssociate D irectors, W riting and Public Speaking C enter
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DEPARTMENT CEREMONIES & RECEPTIONS
FRIDAY, MAY 3, 2019
Program ! D epartment Time I acatirl
Teaching and Learning................................................2:00-4:00 p.m......... Room 241, Phyllis J. Washington Education Centel
Davidson Honors College........................................3:00-4:00 p.m......... Ephron Student Lounge, Davidson Honors Collegi
Climate Change Studies.............................................4:00-5:00 p.m......... Ephron Student Lounge, Davidson Honors Collegi
Military Science Commissioning Cerem ony...........4:00-6:00 p.m...............................Phyllis Washington Park Amphitheatr 1
College o f  Business Hooding
Ceremony (Graduate Students)............................... 4:30-6:00 p.m................................................... University Center BaUroor*
College o f  Visual and Performing Arts.................. 4:30-6:00 p.m...................................... Montana Theatre, PAR/TV Centsj
H istory......................................................................... 4:30-6:00 p.m..............................................2nd Floor Lounge, Liberal An*
Communications Studies...........................................4:30-6:00 p.m............................................ Urey Underground Lecture H al
English.........................................................................4:30-6:00 p.m ..............................................Dell Brown Room, Turner H al
Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences................ 4:30-6:30 p.m Room 241 and Outdoor Patios PJW Education Buildinj
Neuroscience................................................................5:00-6:00 p.m.......................................Rooms 330-331, University Cents*
Athletic Training......................................................... 5:00-7:00 p.m............................................................Room  210 , McGill H al
Division o f  Biological Sciences................................5:30-7:00 p.m.............................................. Fort Missoula Research Statiol
Time LocaHt-
. The DoubleTree Hot*
SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2019
Program/Department 
Transitional D octor o f
Physical Therapy Program.........................................10:00 a.m.-Noon.
Master o f  Public Administration
Program Hooding Ceremony................................... 11 :30  a.m.-l:0Q p.m................................... .............Room 101, Law Schoc
W A . Franke College o f
Forestry and Conservation........................................11 :30  a.m .-l:00 p.m.......................... West Auxiliary Gym , Adams Cents
School o f  Social W ork .............................................. 11 :30  a.m .-l:00 p.m.............Fitness and Recreation Center Gymnasiut;
Educational Leadership............................................ N oon-1:00 p m ....................2nd Floor Atrium, PJW  Education Buildir;
Counselor Education................................................ N oon-1:00 p.m........ .............3rd Floor Atrium, PJW  Education Buildir
Pharmacy..................................................................... .N oon-1:30 p.m................................................University Center Ballrooi!
Political Sdence............................................................Noon-1:'1:30 p.m.................................................. University Center Theati
Computer Science...................................................... N oon-1:30 p m ......................................Room 326-327, University Cent.
Psychology...................................................................N oon-1:30 p.m..............................Dennison Theatre, Fine Arts Buildir
Physical Therapy..........................................................N oon-1:30 p m ................................ .Montana Theatre, PAR/TV Cent, I
M odem  and Classical 
Languages and Literatures. 
African-American Studies..
..Noon-1:30 p.m....................................................... Room 0 11 , Liberal A r
..N oon-l:30 p.m...............................................Room 103A/B, Liberal A r
Anthropology...............................................................N oon-1:30 p .m .....Room 304-305 and 3rd Floor Lounge, Liberal A r
School o f  Journalism ................................................Noon-
Environmental Studies.............................................. .Noon-
:30 p .m .. 




.....................................................Music Recital H e
........................ Urey Underground Lecture H e
Chemistry and Biochemistry....................................N oon-l:30 p.m..................................... N orth Underground Lecture Ht
School o f  Public and Community Health Sciences..Noon-l:30 p.m................................................Room 169, Skaggs Buildir
Physics and Astronom y..............................................N oon-1:30 p.m................. Room 110 , Interdisciplinary Science Buildir
Economics.................................................................. .N oon-1:30 p.m......................................... Dell Brown Room, Turner H
Geography................................................................... N oon-1:30 p.m......................................................... Room 217, Stone H
:30 p.m......................................................... Room 304, Stone H:
:30 p.m....................The Payne Family Native American Cent.:
:30 p.m................................ Lawn in front o f  the Clapp Buildir1
Philosophy........................:..........................................N oon-1:30 p.m...........................................Presidents Room, Brandy Ha
Sociology...................................................................... N oon-l:30 p.m................................. East Auxiliary Gym, Adams Cent.
Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies................... 12:30-2:00 p.m.........................................................Room 138, Liberal A ri
Health and Human Perform ance............................ 4:30-6:00 p m .............................................. Presidents Room, Brandy H e]
College o f  Business Reception (All Students)........5:00-6:30 p m .................................................. Gallagher Business Buildir
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